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that time softens his culpability, how tales of a young clergyman who was ward to another successful pastorate.
The new pastor is a native of Illi
ever clear in the minds of the public
from whom'the- Jury is drawn. (The making his mark down in Nova Scotia. nois, and was born within a few miles
of the farm where the family of Ab
public forgets the harrowing circum
raham Lincoln settled.
stances of the guilty acts. It is di
He entered the undergraduate de
verted by the unfortunate situation of
partment of University of’Chicago in
the defendant and his family, lie anil
1913 and did college work in the de
they are constantly present as a live
partment of Commerce and Adminis
feature of the situation.
The man
tration, majoring in Sociology and
who was murdered is dead anl buried.
Economics. He received the degree of
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• .».
.«. •*.
.*. .«. .«.
••• As to him, in the public min.l, the epi
Bachelor of Philosophy in 1916.
The mould of a man's fortune is in ••• sode is more or less closed.
Mr. Ratcliff received university and
It is this tendency of human nature
- his own hands.—Bacon.
•••
theological training in Ryder Divinity
which
Germany
is
relying
on
in
pro••• ••• ••• ••• .«.
■».
.«.
.«.
Schodl (Universalist) in connection
longirig as much as she can a definite
with the Graduate Divinity School of
settlement of accounts between her
the University of Chicago, his major
BRUNSWICK WILL DO IT and the Allies. She knows that in
work being in Practical Theology and
each country she will have some mis
Religious Education. The degree of
guided supporters who are more
Master of Arts was conferred upon
prompted by opposition to the party in
him in 1919.
power than by a lively recollection of
Mr. Ratcliff has held pastorates in
the wrongs which Germany committed
the Church of Redeemer, McHenry,
against their own country. Such sup
III., and in the Universalist church at
porters will veer around ultimately to
Halifax, N. S. During the war he was
exculpation of her.
Meanwhile the
with the War Camp Community Ser
people at large will grow more and
vice and had assignments at Camp
more forgetful. This is, to some ex
Sherman, Camp Custer and the Rock
tent. true in Great Britain; and it Is
Island Arsenal. He is superintend
even more clearly the case in the
ent of the social service department of
United States.
the General Sunday School Associa
The speech of Lloyd George sum
tion, and a member of the • National
ming up the case against Germany on
Board of the Young People’s Christian
reparations is of specinl Importance in
Union. His personality in the pulpit
bringing before the world exactly what
Rev. John M. Ratcliff
and on the street has appealed strong
the criminal responsibility of Germany
ly to all who met him during his visit
is. when measured in the present suf
to Rockland.
fering of France. Belgium and Italy, John M. Ratcliff of Halifax came here
Mr. Ratcliff is married and has one
and how preposterous her attitude is by invitation as a candidate and a
in refusing to tax her people as the unanimous call quickly followed. Mr. child.
Allies have to tax theirs.
Lloyd
George never made a more effective
FRANZ HERMANN
appeal to the sense of justice pf the
civilized world. It was free from pas
sion or effort to rouse passion. It had Sudden Death of Benevolent
the strength of moderation.
It was
judicial. But the force of its conclu
New Yorker Who Had a
in the
sion was irresistible.
The German
Summer Home At Vinal-;
Secretary of Foreign Affairs only
KITCHEN
showed its overwhelming character by
haven.
his absurd offer, the language in which
means more happiness in
J it was made and by his earlier speech Frpnz Herrmann, whose summer:
the home
It is quite evident that Brunswick es at home in which he acquitted Ger
Phonographs and Records have been many of all responsibility for the war. home at Roberts Harbor, Vinalhaven,
Lloyd George’s speech should have was one of the finest in Knox county, j No woman can keep house
received so royally by music lovers
that some manufacturers are attempt- wide circulation in this country. The died in New York last Friday.
No, as easily without the HOOS
ng to lessen this enthusiasm, through American people need to have their particulars have been received here
IER as with it.
memories
jogged
as
to
the
awful
de

the use of fallacious propaganda.
Although Brunswick Phonographs struction which Germany deliberately except the brief note which came to
You owe it to yourself to
?an play, accurately all makes of rec wrought. The audacity of the pro- George W. Roberts of this city, stating
ords, this subject is being used as a German and Sinn Fein combination in that Mr. Herrmann's demise was due
come in for a HOOSIER
oasis of their propaganda. Their rea such meetings as the Von Mach meet to a sudden stroke.
demonstration.
ing at Madison Square Garden is ag
sonings have no weight.
The deceased was known as one of
We ask what Is a correct tone? Is gravating to good American citizens,
it something we have been able to bot and they should be able to justify their the ablest and wealthiest marine in
tle and hold as a standard for com indignation by reference to a just and surance underwriters in the country,
parison as we do a standard of meas considered statement like that of the his agency at the time of his active
connection with it being the second
ure? As this has not been accom British premier.
It is to be hoped that the occupation largest in the United States. It Was
plished, we are thus forced to rely up
on the ears of music critics to tell us and tax collections in the rich Rhine represented in this section by George
what is correct. Why then should any districts of Germany by the Allies will Roberts who was an intimate friend of
manufacturer assume the position of be sufficient to bring the Germans to Mr. Herrmann.
The attractions of Vinalhaven im
music authority and claim that only realize that they are a conquered peo
that talking machine can play their ple and that they must justly render pressed themselves upon Mr. Herrman
own record? This very thing is con to those whom they deliberately in,- about 15 years ago and his love for the
stantly increasing the demand for jured and wronged a measure of re place increased so steadily that about
paration corresponding to their ca eight years ago he began the construc
Brunswick Phonographs.
Up to the time Brunswick products pacity If the sums imposed are too tion of a summer estate, which is
came upon the market the musical great for them to bear this will dis said to have represented a total out
tastes of these critics could not be close itself; and the Allies In the lay of about $150,000, and which now
satisfied. Machines were still in the course of years will find it to their includes every comfort and conve
The nience that the late owner's heart
experimental stage. Critics were not own interest to modify them.
inclined to recognize the phonograph Germans help neither their own cause could desire. As many as 40 workmen
is being a musical instrument. Their nor that of their victors by refusing have been employed on this estate at
one time, and Vinalhaven and vicinity
sars heard foreign sounds; those to make a sincere effort.
have benefited immeasurably by the
Terms: $1.00 weekly
• • • •
harsh, metallic, unnatural tones and
employment which he has given,
surface noises expected from ma
All Americans To the Fore
much of it between seasons, when it
chines of such construction.
The
[Boston Transcript.]
modern age has not seen any radical
One thing the "Rhine horror" deni would otherwise have been very dull.
Mr. Herman's benevolences were so
changes except in the Brunswick P.ho- onstration in Madison Square Garden
extensive that Justice cannot be done
nograph.
has accomplished beyond the expects
to them in a newspaper paragraph.
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., tion of its promoters.
Its reactions
ROCKLAND, MAINE
known for half a century as produc have been not altogether as planned. His death is a sad blow to that section.
Mr- Herrmann is survived by his
ers of quality merchandise brought The loyal and patriotic elements In
together a body of critics and sci the, population of New York have wife and an adopted son.
entists, realizing that the music loving been stirred to their depths by this ex
public were anxiously waiting for a hibition of a sullen and defiant^hyphonograph that could be called a phenism. Post after post of the Le
musical instrument; one that would gion, as the mouthpiece of virile
faithfully reproduce: one that would Americanism, has denounced the dem
not limit an owner to any one partic onstration as an assault upon our na
aulcklydisappeaiwhenDr. Scholl’s
ular make of record; an instrument tional self-respect and has arraigned,
root Comfort Appliances and
Your Diamonds and
tjiat embodied new features; an in in scathing terms, the city administra
(Remedies ate fitted by our foot
strument that would maintain for the tion for issuing a permit authorizing
expert. These simple, effective,
have them set in up
manufacturers that reputation
for the holding of such a meeting. But
Inexpensive devices are for such
foot troubles as corns, bunions,
to date settings.
quality and progressiveness.
Thus the public wrath, generated so swiftly,
callouses, week ankles, broken down
the creation of Brunswick Phono has not confined itself merely to the
arches, fiat foot and tired, aching feet.
graphs and Records.
passage of resolutions of censure and
Dr. Scholl's Bullion Reducer
Music critics remark at the wonder the writing of letters to the metro
gives immediate relief to
ful, life-like tones reproduced by the politan press. Far more tangible is
tender bunions.
Advice and
Brunswick. They ask why it is that its handiwork. Public opinion in New
demonawaUooo
the Brunswick Musical Instrument can York has demanded a counter-demon
frse.
accomplish such wonderful things. stration, a marshalling of all the loyal
MARIANNE CROCKETT
The main reason is that the Bruns elements in the city, wherein shall be
wick Company have cast aside time proclaimed to the nation, and the en
Vocal Teacher
worn, unsatisfactory methods.
In tire world, that the pro-Germans and
stead of using a square horn with the pro-Sinn Feiners have, by their
Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
metal oasting, they use one construct very hyphenism, forfeited the right to
BOOTS, SHOES, CLOTHING
Telephone 498-R.
ed entirely of wood moulded in an oval bear the title of Americans.
27-40
shape. Instead of a one record re
Such a clarion call to militant Amer
producer, they equip all models with icanism has now gone forth. Under
the Ultona or all record reproducer, the auspices of the Legion, a gigantic
that by test has been found to repro ’All-American” rally will be held In
duce all makes to the satisfaction of New York on March 18. A list of dis
music critics. Another feature is the tinguished speakers has been arranged
throat system of tone modifying. Still for. Winners of war-time decorations
A Large Shipment of
another is the automatic cover sup will be the ushers; and among the
port. All of these show the progres guests of honor will be wounded sol
siveness of the Brunswick Company.
diers of the nation. Representatives
To hear the Brunswick is to hear a will be present from every Legion
finished musical instrument, one that post in the metropolitan area, as well
—No Better Board Made—
embodies all the refinements and that as thousands of others in every walk
has, very noticeably, eliminated the of life. All will be Americans; all will
Which we are
7A % Below high cost of
unnaturalness of machines of the past. place allegiance to the Stars and
Selling
last Year
Take a variety of records; a band, vio Stripes above a divided allegiance to
lin, soprano, tenor, cornet or any other an alien flag or cause.
W. H.
—play them on any other make and
Next week’s All-American meeting
then on the Brunswick. What is the in New York will be a monumental
result? For the first time you will be rebuke to those self styled Americans
able to appreciate many wonderful who are so busily engaged in stirring
tones and expressions heretofore lost. up domestic strife by their espousal of
At this point you might ask why it is foreign causes. No less valuable a
that artists exclusive to certain com service should it render as an en
panies make statements praising their couragement to the loyal Americans
records when played on a machine of who, North and South East and West,
Why send your Shirts and Collars away. Our work is of the best.
the same make.
This is to be ex are giving battle to hyphenism and
Just that right fihish and that to much desired blue shade. Just phone.
pected, as these artists must boost the hyphen.
We will call. Sent back to you promptly. Charge accounts can be
their own goods.
[The above article was in type pre
arranged.
Decide for yourself rather than take ceding the monster demonstration of
WE WANT AGENTS IN KNOX COUNTY
the word of any manufacturer whose last Friday, when
*4,000 patriots
ideas may be selfish.
packed Madison Square Garden to
WE KNOW HOW
Y. F. Studley, local
agent for bursting anti as many more thronged
Brunswick Phonograph and Records, the outside. The redhot speeches of
has a modern equipped department, Gen. Pershing and other great Amer
where you may have the opportunity leans set the vast audience wild with
of comparing and deciding which enthusiasm. Pro-Germans and Sinn
MAIN STREET, CORNER WILLOW
phonograph and record is most life Feiners may well take notice.
The
like.—adv.
United States is for 100% Americans.]

A HOOSIER

Burpee

FURNITURE
COMPANY

OREL E. DAVIES

L. E. BLACKINSTON

INN

TENANT’S HARBOR, ME.
Juit a word to the public in regard to “WAN-E-SET INN," situated
at Tenant’, Harbor, which will open about June 1st, with all modern
improvement,. There will be a spacious GARAGE in connection for
the storing of autos. The building will be lighted by electricity, also
connscted by N. E. Telephone. The Inn affords an excellent view of
the harbor and Penobscot Bay. An ideal spot for summer tourists de
airing a chance for boating, fishing and bathing.
Tenant’s Harbor is about ten miles from Thomaston and thirteen
mile, from Rockland, Me. May be easily reached by auto over a good
state road. Two mails arrive and leave Tenant’s Harbor daily.
-

a Word of Introduction To Rev. John Ratcliff,
Coining To Universalist Church.

Foot Troubles BRING IN

-FOR-

436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

But Hopes the World Will
Forget—The World Is Not Here’s
Going To Forget.
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Advertising rates based upon circulation and
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ANOTHER NEW PASTOR

Talk of the Town
David W. Simpson, shipbroker has
removed to 244 Atlantic Avenue, Bos
ton. Mr. Simpson has been elected
treasurer ot the Boston & Gloucester
Steamship Co.

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
.
z
____
The Rockland Gazette was established In
[By William 11. Taft.)
1846
In 1874 the Courier was established,
When the Universalist church was Ratcliffe will enter upon his duties
There will be a meeting of Golden
tnd consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
One who is charged with crime and
The Free Press was established In 1855, and
here May 1st, and the members of the Rod Chapter. O. E. S. Friday evening
conducting
its
recent
search
for
a
is
guilty
seeks
an
long
delay
as
possi

n 1891 changed Its name to the Trlbuue.
Mrs.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
ble in his trial. The chief reason is pastor there came to the committee church and parish are looking for with work and circle supper.

—ON—

SATURDAY, MARCH

GERMANY, CRIMINAL

Volume 76. . . . . . . .Number 36.

4MIRW " UIIMM'rt

JUST RECEIVED

UPSON WALL BOARD
GLOVER CO.

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY

Margaret Stevenson is chairman.

The 5th Company C. A. C. will en
tertain the public Wednesday evening
March 30 hy giving a dance In the Ar
cade. Marston’s music has been en
gaged. The committee in charge com
prise Lieut. E. R. Veazie. Sergeants
Arthur E. Saunders and Parker F.
Norcross. Corporal A. T. Phllbrook
and Privates .1. J. Soffayer, C. C. Bur
gin and A.
Prescott.

Mrs. (’. O. Hill of Sangerville won
the prize for the best showing in the
fourth month of the Maine winter egglaying contest, her 25 White Wyandottes having laid 502 eggs in the 28
days of February, a record which ex
ceeded by 64 the nearest competitor.
W. A. Ripley of Rockland was the
seventh contestant on the list during
the month in question.
When it was 'supposed that the
Democratic administration had side
tracked Hon. Obadiah Gardner thera
was all sorts ,of speculation as to what
the future had in store for him polit
ically. The Lewiston Sun thus had
the matter sized up: “Mr. Gardner Is
68. well-to-do, popular, an excellent
campaigner, would lie strong in tho
country for the Senate and would run
well for Governor. It is thought here
that a determined effort to build up
the party in Maine, if started now and
kept up for a year, would enable the
party to present a formidable line-up
In 1922. despite the disasters of 1920."
In his spare moments Clerk of
Courts Griffin has been studying tho
docket. He finds that 177 terms of Su
preme Court have been held in Knox
county, the average duration being 12
days. The shortest term was in 1918,
and lasted hut two days. The longest
term was in 1906 and lasted a fullfledged month. 31 days. Now if Mr.
Griffin was a good guesser he could
tell us how long the coming April term
will be.
Glistening aluminum ware threw
back the sun's rays yesterday fore
noon, whichever direction you looked.
The sale at the RocklaJId Hardware
Co.’s was likewise a. shinjng example
of what can be accomplished by Ju
dicious advertising in a paper like The
Courier-Gazette. Tlie sale was ad
vertised to begin at 9 a. m. and to bo
all over at 6 p. m.. but so great was
the morning rush that practically
everything had been sold at 10 a. m.
one hour after the sale opened. H. B.
Rogow of New York City, the factory
representative, who personally con
ducted the sale, said he never saw the
like of It in a city of this size. Tho
sale was advertised in this paper only
—Saturday and Tuesday editions.

In 1903 Ihe ice left Chiekawaukie
Lake March 21, one day earlier than
this year, which was supposed by
some persons to hold the record for 30
years. Last year the Ice did not go
out until April 21, put a salmon was
caught In open water April 20 and
which was believed to have established
the State record for that season. It
weighed about four pounds.
The Jonesport High School basket
ball team is planning a trip into Knox
and Waldo counties the week of March
28 anil would like to play Lincoln
Academy in Rockland .March 30 or
April 1. The Washington county lads
arc not fussy where the game is
played, and will go to Damariscotta if
the guarantee Is made right.
Any
body desiring to knock the chip off
Jonesport's shoulder should commun
icate with Alfred D. Davis, Regis
trar’s Office, Orono, Me.
The statement that the general intrest in schools has increased remark
ably Ihe country over is borne out by
the signs in every community. People
in Rockland are Interested, too, and
April 11 they will have an opportunity
to get some information'on this sub
ject. The General Session of the
Rockland Parent-Teacher Association
will be held in the High School assem
bly room and the open forum promises
to be of groat interest. Every parent
and friend of education is invited.
There will he a snappy musical pro
gram as usual.

Bath Times:—Edward Brown of the
police force received a unique parcel
from Rockland tho other day, a boy
four years of age, on whose back was
a tag with “United Store, Tented City,
Bath, Me.” written thereon. This bun
dle of humanity came all the way from
Rockland in a baggage car and when
it reached here was almost hidden
from sight beneath large pasteboard
boxes and other baggage. Patrolman
Brown turned the bundle over to Fred
Lakin who delivered it to the store at
Tented City. There the mother of the
child was waiting. She asked how
much the charges were and when Mr.
Lakin said '4Fi cents” the mother re
plied: “Well he Is worth a whole lot
more than that to me.”

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever
>r your occupation may be and how*
ever crowd©
___ _____
__not
__
ded your
hours____
with______
affairs,, do
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with
bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton

a

LIFE'S MIRROR
There are loyal hearts, there are spirits brave.
There are souls that are pure and true;
Then give the world the best you have
And the beet will come back to you.
Give love, and love to your life will flow.
And strength In your utmost need;
Have faith, and a score of hearts will show
Their faith In your word and deed.

Give truth, and your gift will be paid in kind,
And honor will honor meet;
And a smile that is sweet will surely find
A smile that is just as sweet.
For life is the mirror of king and slave,
’Tis just what you are and do;
Then give to the world the best you have.
And the best will come back to you.
—Madeline 8. Bridges.
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MEDALS FOR THE WINNERS

THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

•
Rockland, Maine, March 24. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lv<Mie, who
on oath declares that he is pressman in the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co .,n,l that
of the Issue of The Courier-Gazette ui March 22,
1921, there was printed a total ot fins) -opiee
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

And Medals For the Losers—Splendid Fraternal Spirit
Between Camden and Rockland Men At Elks’ Home
Last Night.

Governor Baxter’s message to the
Legislature, urging that the State
take over the control of all water pow
ers through the enactment of a con
stitutional amendment has aroused a
good deal of interest. It is too large a
matter to be disposed of with a wave
of the hand, too great to receive intel
ligent treatment at the hands of a
Legislature in the narrow space of the
end of a session. Editorial comment
by the press of the State so far as we
haVe nhserved it is opposed generally
to the suggestion that the nerve of
private business enterprise shall be
cut by the embarking of the State
upon a course marked by tin princi
ples of socialism. Discussion will be
welcomed, but we don't think the Leg
islature should foist upon us for con
sideration a constitutional amendment
until the members of that body, the
people’s representatives, have first
thoroughly debated the mattei and ar
rived at a sound and digested conclu
sion. Then, if necessary, the people
at large will be in position more in
telligently to pass upon it.

Some 50 or 60 members of the Cam
den Business Men’s .Association jour
neyed to Rockland last night, and at
the Elks Home proceeded to pay for
feit for their short coming in bowling
and poo). It was the climax to the
first anhual tournament between the
two institutions, and the gallant Cam
den sportsmen were here to settle their
score for being on the losing end.
Turkey suppers were the stake and
tfi: visitors wore not the unhappy mien
of vanquished foeman, come to make
reparation, but rather the cheerful as
pect that marks good losers the world
over and it was a source of rare pleas
ure for Rockland Lodge of Elks to
play Ihe part of host to such a con
genial company.
not the unhappy mien of vanquished
foeman, come to make reparation, but
ather the cheerful aspect that marks
good losers the world over and it was
a source of rare pleasure for Rockland
,odge of Elks to play the part of host
to such a congenial company.
The banquet was served in the lodge
oom on the second fldor, where covers
had been laid for njore than 150 guests.
The attendance was about 125. Bou
quets of pink carnations brightened
the tables.
The acknowledged master of cere
monies was that genial and irrepressi
ble Camden sportsman, Walter Elliott.
Eternal” Eliott he calls himself when
the nicknames are passed out. and
Camden has found him eternally at it
whenever there is an enterprise worth
fostering, and whenever any company
of men is seeking to make life a little
more cheerful.
* * • *
It was entirely in keeping with the
patriotic sentiment of the two organ
izations that the exercises should be
gin with the singing of “America.” In
a lighter vein came Eternal Elliott’s
announcement that the “Monk Broth
ers” would sing.
The first selection
exhibited considerable concern as to
the whereabouts of a roving lad, and
the second was a familiar and univer
sal complaint as to drouth conditions.
The singers qualified admirably in
spite of the unkindv interruptions of
brethren who have no ear for music.
Hardly necessary to explain that
Monk Brothers” was the stage name
for the quartet. In real life the sing
ers are known as E. B. Clark, J. H.
Hobbs. J. A. Brewster and F. W. Mil
ler. The fifth member of the “quartet”
was Mr. Elliott, himself, and he gained
much applause as soloist when he
sang “Sweet Genevieve.”
Pearl G.
Willey officiated as pianist, thereby
proving That he has other musical ac
complishments besides
“Fiddling’.”
Other popular selections
included
'The Long, Long Trail.”

Give your child the right start in
life by seeing to it that Ills birth is
registered, says the State Department
of Health. Outside tlie tremendous
value of complete birth certificates to
health workers is the great value of
such a certificate to the individual
Through it in later life, can he estab
lished rights to leave or enter school;
Inherit property; to acceptance or ex
emption from military duty; to estab
lish right to hold public office; to es
tablish legitimacy; and to prove age
at which marriage contract may be
entered into. Everyone is liable in the
course of a lifetime to be called upon
to prove the date of hts birth.
See
that your child can do so.

With the approach of spring, "clean
up” time also is drawing near when
the winter accumulations of waste
material can be removed and disposed
of. Dirt and rubbish are unsightly
and a menace to health, and should
accordingly be disposed of in such
fashion as to be no longer dangerous
to the individual or the community
Sometimes it seems, casually looking
the city over, that Rockland has more
back yards visible from the traveled
street than it really is entitled to. We
mean that sort of backyard to which
the owner, when the springtime comes
gentle Annie, neglects to apply the
cleansing hand.

Former President Taft is a states
man of wide political experience as
well as of sound judicial temperament
What he says about Germany carries
great weight and we recommend to
our readers the perusal of his article
printed on another page. It is scarce
ly proper to preach a doctrine of main
tained hate for Germany, but the peo
ple of the world, especially those of
the United States, should steadily hold
in mind the fact that though the Hun
■was beaten in war he is the same Hun
still, w’aiting only the opportunity to
set his heel on the neck of every civil
ized country that opposes him.

IN LEGISLATURE
In the House Monday the divided
report of the committee on sea and
short fisheries on the act regulating
the legal length of lobsters, was tab
led, pending acceptance.
* * * •
In the Senate Monday the commit
tee on Sea and Shore Fisheries re
ported ought to pass an act providing
that a lobster license shall not be re
newed for a period of one year aft€
conviction; and ought to pass on act
for the better protection of lobster
within certain waters adjacent to
Hancock county.
• ♦ * *
In the Senate Wednesday Senate
Thompson of Knox introduced an adt
amending Section 5, Chap. 12. Revised
Statutes, relating to the appointment
of clerks in the registry of deeds, pre
viding that the section lie repealed
and the following be substituted
therefor;
“Section 5. Each register may ap
point one or more clerks for wlio.se do
ings and misdoings lie shall be re
sponsible, who shall be sworn. Such
appointment shall be in writing and
recorded in a suitable book in said
registry. In case of sickness, abse
or temporary disability of t
any such clerk shall make and sig
lor him, all certificates, ami make all
entries and minutes required to be
made and signed by the register, an
such certificates, <
i d minute
shall be as valid as if made by th
register.
No clerk or other perse
shall perform any of the clerical woi
of the registry unless so appoint*
and sworn. Any breach of the pro
visions of this
ction by th< reg t
shall be punished in the manner pr
vided in Section 14 of this Chaptei
* * * *
The Senate, Wednesday noon, by
vote of 19 to
pted th*
report, ought not to pu<swon the 3Ct
to establi h
park.

LEGISLATIVE NO 1 ICES
LEGAL AFFAIRS
The Committee on Legal Affa.i v 1 j;
public hearing in its rooms at the L ,i:c- H
in Augusta, on TUESDAY, Mali h
• 1921
at 2.0" I’. M on the following;
An Ac : imond Paragrapn VII. ot Section
98 of Chapter 1 of tlie Revised S;.:ii-es
la ting to gasoline tanks placed within the limit
of highways
i
An Act to prohibit the us*' of spraying r
chines in -the painting or repainting of build
ings.
An Act to amend Sections 1 and 7 of Chap
ter 101 of the Refi.
the repievin of distrained beasts
An Act to amend
of the Revised Statutes as amended by Chapter
121 of the public laws of 1919. relating to the
place of recording ,chattel mortgages made by
corporations.
An Act relating tn the forfeiture of vehicles
used in the commission of crimes
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MEETING OF HAMS
Amateur Wireless Operators
Form Association—Orel E.
Davies, President.
Some of the wireless "hams” of
Knox county, who have a growing in
terest in the gam, assembled in (Me
r«tr of Orel E. Davies' Jewelry store
Tuesday night and organized the
Knox county Amateur Wireless As
sociation of Rockland.
The object is to promote and pro
tect the art of amateur wireless teleg
raphy in Knox county and to get in
closer touch with .<ich other as indi
vidual stationsto cooperate with
other associations of the same nature
for the general good of every Maine
amateur wireless operator.
This city and Camden only were
represented, probably owlAg to the
fact that the notice of the meeting
did not catch the eagle eye of all the
hams in Knox county. Perhaps if the
announcement had been made by ra
dio ae well they would have been
there with the full power limit of
1 K. W. What is a paper to them,
though? They get It dirof-t from Ar
be an
lington by radio. It will
nounced hv radio, -is well, next time
so. amateur, tune 200.
It was decided that a series of lec
tures would he given; one lecture at
each meeting, and for this work the
Association is fortunate in being able
to have professional men who are
well versed in every line of the art
Each part of apparatus will be lectur
ed on separately and discussed rather
exhaustively in order that a ’more
thorough working knowledge of each
unit may be gained. These meetings
of the Association, therefore, will be
of especial interest to the younger
amateurs and to those who contem
plate constructing their own appara
tus. It was suggested also that
part of the time be set aside especial
ly for code practice for it is necessary
that amateurs he able to receive at
the rate of ten words a minute before
his license for transmitting will be
issued him.
The members of this association are
Orel E„ Davies, president aiAfl father
of the association, also chairman of
the meeting; Oscar H. Crie, secre
tary: Roscoe H. McKinney, L. K
Arthur
Green,
Harry
Rohishaw,
Bulmer, Kenneth Green, William Fro
hock, Hiram H. Crie, C. K. Atkins and
Arthur Orne,
*
What do you say. hams, let's go?

build so it won’t heave the first chill
breeze that blows in from a football or
baseball game between us. Take this
motto—’Camden for Rockland, Rock
land for Camden’—any old time and
place, giving credit when and where
it Is due, there will be no disillusion
about a rare old state of peace and
harmony existing for all of us.”
Cap Elliott then unveiled the Big
Ben trophy, a marvelous and ingenious
piece of workmanship in which his me
chanical skill was demonstrated.
Skinny Tirrell, who is identified in
everyday life as Frank A. Tirrell,
exalted ruler of Rockland Lodge, re
sponded to the opening address by ex
pressing the sincere wish that this
spirit of good fellowship may continue
and that there may be many more just
such parties as this. He also respond
ed appropriately after the unveiling of
“Big Ben.”
Then followed the presentation of
medals and badges until the material
had been exhausted.
The trophies
were to the highest degree ingenious,
but not more so than the speech which
accompanied the bedecking of each re
cipient. The "hits" and the • other
witty sallies were
greeted
with
shouts and laughter.
Each speech
wound up with a Latin motto, impro
vised somewhat and its meaning pretty
generally understood even by those not
versed in the dead languages.
And
these were the awards:
W. H. (Watermelon) Spear, an in
visible hero badge; Roy L. (Real Lazy)
Knowlton a photograph of Cap. Elliott
when he was 22 years old; Earl (Early
Bird) Chaples. the badge of the Order
of Big Busters; Thomas (Old Tom Gin)
Anastasia, the golf badge of Slab City:
Charles (Crab) Mitchell—delivered to
his proxy, Charles W. Procter—the
badge of the Order of Missing Links;
Russell (Elk’s Rib) Richardson, badge
of the McLaren Cheese Society.
• • • •
By no means were the losers forgot
ten. appropriate emblems being pre
sented to the Siamese Twins—Nosey
Dickens and Reddy Hobbs; Fiddlin’
Willey and Oom Paul Kruger.
The banquet closed with the sing
ing of Auld Lang Syne, and cheers
for Walter (Eternal) Elliott, the Cam
den Business Men’s Club and the
Rockland Lodge of Elks. The most
significant feature of the whole affair
was the splendid spirit of comradery
KNOX HEIRLOOMS
between the representatives of two
towns which have been prone to take
their athletic rivalry a bit too se Prof. Henry Thatcher Fowler
riously at times. Last night’s gather
To Present Knox Museum
ing was an important step toward the
restoration of completely harmonious
With Priceless Relics.
relations and such a desire was most
sincerely expressed by all present fa
In view of the interest aroused by
miliar with the history of athletic re
the recent Knox Memorial hearing he
lations between the two towns.
The banquet was served under the fore the Appropriations Committee at
direction of Thomas Anastasia, chair the Legislature, the following from
Camden’s genial postmaster J. H. man of the house committee tvhose Prof. Fowler or Brown University, em
Hobbs, acting temporarily in the role of fame as a chef has had ample demon
toastmaster formally introduced Eter stration in many delightful spreads at phasizes the necessity of providing a
nal Elliott, who received a greeting the Elks Home. He had the able as suitable home ‘where these valuable
that befitted the hero of the occasion, sistance of E. B. MacAllister, R. L. relics may be saved to the State of
and who proceeded in a most dignified Knowlton, G. W. Bachelder, William Maine. New York State will get our
manner to award the badges and other Sansom. Charles A. Mitchell, Lloyd N.
emblems which had been prepared for Lawrence, Frank B. French, J. N rightful heritage of Knox relics if w
victors and losers.
The speeches Southard, W. H. Spear, Russell Rich do not watch out, and it behooves
which he had prepared for the festive ardson, Austin Richardson, Louis Ayl- ‘every loyal citizen of Maine to work
occasion were read, with proper dra ward. Joseph Soffayer, Earl Chaples, for the Memorial. Prof. Fowler, who
is the great-great-grandson of Gen
matic effect by Eternal’s secretary, L. A. Weiss and Karl O’Brien.
Knox, writes under date of Feb. 28:
whom he introduced as Cord Wood,
Feb. 28:
•
but who is also known in Camden bus
THE KNOX-WALDO FESTIVAL
••♦.
iness circles as Charles C. Wood.
The opening address was self styled
Plans are well under way for the Hon. Rodney I. Thompson, Senate
Chamber, Augusta, Maine.
"a peck of wordy bunk,” handed out annual Knox-Waldo Music Festival
Dear Sir:-—I have learned with great
to "a winning cYowd of good sports." which is to be held at the Camden
“King Solomon in all his glory prob Opera House the evening of May 27. interest of the renewal of the effort,
ably never felt better at one sitting Miss Margaret Ruggles of Thomas which was interrupted by the war, to
than you will feel here tonight,” said ton is to have general supervision of erect a suitable memorial for General
the orator. "The word ’great' should the chorus and solo work, while Dr. Knox.
As a direct descendant of the Gen
be your middle name, for compared Luce, also of Thomaston, has entire
with you your opponents in these charge of the orchestra work. The eral, I have inherited a number of his
his home
games are as runts and pygmies, with music for the chorus is already in the torical treasures from
tjie stigma of defeat hanging over hands of most of the schools of the Among these is the great mahogany
mirror-fronted cabinet, more
than
them.
two counties. Principal SI. F. Hunt
"Just imagine if you can this little of Camden is to be general business eight feet long brought to Amer
ica after the sacking of the Tull
scene 50 years hence. A small child manager for the event.
eries in Paris in 1792. The best au
on its grandfather's knee pleading for
thorities on colonial furniture know of
a rehash of the great Elks’ pool match
The business man who goes out after
back in '21 and the silver haired old business in times of depression is go nothing at all like this piece in the
country. The association which has
veteran telling of how they strength
ened and reinforced the spirit of ing to have more to do than those recently restored the Hancock House
brotherly love to the point where it business men who sit down and wait in Boston has wanted to get this since
it stood for a short time in that man
wrought the unbelievable wonder of for business to come to them.
sion. It is, however, my desire that
wonders—Camden
and
Rockland
this and all other Knox relics shall ul
united in peace and harmony.
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
"Let us dump a couple more hods of carries the home news of Knox county tjmately be housed in a suitable me
cement around the foundation of this to every State In the Union and to morial building at Thomaston. With
this in view, I made provision in my
structure which we have started to many foreign lands.
will, some years ago, for all my Knox
relics to go to the General Knox Chap
ter of the D. A. R. I feel confident
that.df a suitable building is erected
many other objects from the Knox
house, will be brought back to Thom
aston to be kept permanently in the
State of Maine.
Some years ago, the Rev. Ebenezer
Bean of Maine, now 90 years old, told
me that when he was a young fellow
he happened to attend a session of the
Legislature when there was a propo
sition up to buy and preserve the Knox
mansion. In the debate, one member
declared he "Wouldn’t give 25 cents
for Noah’s ark.” America has pro
gressed a little in the understanding
of historical values in the 75 years
since that happened; but, if there are
still any who estimate such things in
terms of 25 cent pieces, I would say
that just the Knox relics which I own
have a market value probably greater
than the 825,000 which the State is
asked to appropriate for the building.
If all the Knox relics could be gath
ered together at Thomaston, they
would have a value as an added at
traction to the State far greater than
the cost of a memorial building.
By the way, I can speak on this sub
ject as a tax payer, since Mrs. Fowler
and I have had our summer home in
Bluehill, Maine for 20 years.
Very sincerely yours,
I S the kind of hat that makes a man look his best.
Henry Thatcher Fowler.
• • * •
That’s because Mallcry Hats are made to suit every
P. S. The articles which I intend to
type of face as well as fit the head.
give for preservation in such a me
morial building include, beside the
great cabinet or bookcase of which I
You’ll find here a hat with just the right kind of
spoke, a beautiful mahogany sofa, in
laid mahogany knife and fork case
brim, just the right height of crown, and made up in
with, silver handled knives and forks,
just the color that harmonizes with your complexion.
the General’s camp chest made in
France, containing toilet articles and
tea set made of silver, cut glass and
A wide assortment of fresh Spring styles are here,
Sevres china, a tea pot and cup and
saucers made for Knox in France, at
awaiting your selection. Come in and try on a few.
the order of Lafayette, with the mon
ogram H. L. K. (Henry and
Lucy
French Mocha Gloves, $4.00.
Knox) and the arms of the Society of
the Cincinnati on the pieces, other
china and silver ware and perhaps
most valuable of all from a monetary
point of view, a portrait of Knox’s
son-in-law by Gilbert Stuart. Almost
any portrait by Stuart today sells for
many thousand dollars, and experls
consider this an excellent Stuart,
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EASTER

ROCKPORT

DEAL

The Shepherd Properties Bought In a Lump By Simon
Cohen, One of Bangor’s Live Business Men.

FOOTWEAR
New goods arriving daily.
You will want something
new for Easter. Come in
and see my line.

C. H. MOREY
Opp. Studley’s

286 MAIN ST.

BIG

Every-Other-Day

“I am to send here at once from
A busy visitor in Rockport yester
day, accompanying Edward J. Con Bangor a crew of clerks,” said Mr.
Cohen to The Courier-Gazette report
quest of Bangor, trustee of tlie S. E. &
er, "who will take account of stock
H. L. Shepherd Co., was Simon Cohen, and arrange it in order for a greai
representing the New York Syndicate sale to the public particulars of which
| of Bangor. It may he added that he is I hope to announce in a week or ten
the New York Syndicate. Mr. Cohen j days.”
' is a business man of sound judgment i Mr. Cohen has' done business iu
S and prompt action .and when he had | Maine for 37 years along highly suc
J looked over the Shepherd property it! cessful lines He is a man to whom
j didn’t take him and the trustee long the term hustler naturally applies. In
1 to come to terms. Before the day end- response to the reporter’s question he
I ed Mr. Cohen was owner of the prop- said:
i erty. His purchase embraced nine
It is too early to say what I shall
I buildings including the old store, the do with my new purchase until I have
wharf privileges and buildings and all studied the location and sounded the
the real estate connected with these outlook. Qf one thirtg you may be
properties; the stock in trade, valued sure—I am in Rockport for business
at about $26,000, which includes lum and I hope to do something perma
ber, grain and general merchandise; nent in the connection. I shall prob
and a farm about three miles from ably improve the farm for my own
use.”
town.

—AT—

Rubenstein Brothers
GREEN
HATS FOR

FRONT CLOTHING

STORE

EASTER

GLOVES FOR EASTER
SHIRTS FOR EASTER
EASTER TIES
EASTER COLLARS
EASTER HOSE

Hen’s Clothing and Furnishings of all Kind
THE HART SCHAFFNER & MARX SPRING STYLES ARE
HERE, IN MODELS FOR EVERYONE

Rubenstein Brothers
404
MAIN STREET

GREEN

FRONT

ROCKLAND
ME.

FOR GOOD FRIDAY, MARCH 25th
LAST YEAR OUR SALE OF HOT CROSS BUNS FROM OUR DRIVERS
ALONE WAS OVER 7,000 DOZEN!
t

The Bun itself is of the most pleasing quality.

The best grade of butter, eggs,

spices, fruits, and every bit of the delicious appetizing ingredients tc-nd to make

them choice morsels of daintiness.

For Easter a

MALLORY HAT

I

J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

They are baked to perfection so that the lender succulent fruit fairly bursts
through the delicate crusts.

PLACE

YOUR

And the Cross—the crowning dainty of sweetness!

ORDER

NOW-TODAY SO YOU WILL

NOT BE DISSAPOINTF.D!

Order early from your Grocer
Place in hot oven for a few minutes before serving.

JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CO.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 24,

Every-Other-Day

Calk of the

I'll LEE R - C OB B-I )AV1 S

The Western Union is using some
nobby Easter
greeting
telegraph
forms this season.

EASTER APPAREL

We mention a few specials from our Suit and Coat
Department.

Leo Harrington, son of Eugene
Harrington, has been elected class or 
ator. The fact was accidentally omit
ted in publishing, Tuesday, the list* of
High School elective parts.
•
The balmy weather ol Iasi Monday
fooled half a dozen Northend kiddles
into going in swimming. Twentyfour hours previously some difficulty
was experienced in getting the steam
lighter Radium aw’ay from her dock
near the scene of the swimming op
erations, on account of ice. Ugh!

FIRST FLOOR
Big assortment of Wraps, Capes and Coats ..........$18.50 up to $50.00
Big assortment of Sport Polo Cloth Coats .............. $22.50 up to $35.00
Suits and Coats for the Stout Figure, sizes up to 48.

WRAPS, CAPES & COATS FOR MISSES & SMALL WOMEN

Navy Tricotine and Serge, handsomely embroidered Wraps and
Capes ............................................................ $35.00, $39.50, up to $50.00
Others in Velour Cloths and Bolivia, tan, beaver and taupe
shades ............................................ $22.50, $25.00, $35.00 up Ito $60.00
Big assortment of Sport Coats in Polo Cloths in tan and gray,
belted and loose models .............................. .......... $22.50 up to $35.00

The C. M. Blake garage building til
the Northend is being repaired.

Navy and Beaver Serges and Tricotines, braid and embroidery
trimmed .......................................... $35.00, $39.50, $45.00 up to $65.00
Tweed Suits and Jersey Suits, plain and heather mixtures ..................
.................................................................. $20.00, $25.00, $35.00 up to $50.00

Miss Shirley Doherty succeeds Miss
Myrtie Young as pianist at Empire
Theatre.

SECOND FLOOR
Wonderful Wraps shown on the second floor that are entirely new
and novel.
Tailored Suits, special order department, from $75.00 up to $150.00
Models suitable for all figures

One of the sights on Broadway the
other day wtie a small boy, arrayed
in a bathrobe and a pair of mittens,
flying a kite.

Waist and Blouse Department
A lot of new styles at the popular prices of ....... $2.95, $3.95 and $5.00
Many of the better kind ................. '......................................... up to $35.00

Fij

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

across the Kennebec

River at Bath.

George A. Wellman has returned
home from Allen’s Island, where he
has been devoting the past three
An electric drying plant is being months to the care of his 200 sheep.
added to the 15x40 foot naphtha house Mrs. Wellman has also been spending
which Arthur F. Uamb operates at the winter on the island.
__
the rear of Spear block in connection
At a meeting of the Shriners' Day
with his cleaning and dyeing estab
lishment. Mr. Lamb is putting in op Committees Tuesday night definite
eration his new carpet cleansing room, announcement was made that the big
the only one in Knox county, by the event will take place April 29. There
has been talk of a ladies night on the
way.
28th, but this portion of the/program
Several families which have been may not be undertaken on account of
making their home in Bath migrated the magnitude of the general under
through this city Tuesday forming taking. Arrangements have already
quite a conspicuous cavalcade with been made to feed 925 members, with
their livestock and household goods. one church yet to be heard from.
It was said that they had been on the While it is generally expected that
road three days, and some of the ani the attendance will be about 800, the
mals looked tired enough to drop. local committees do not intend to get
The destination of the expedition was eaught napping, and their plans take
into account that the number may ex
not made quite clear.
ceed 1000. Masonic Temple will prob
ably be the headquarters of the Kora
Ground has been broken on the
Temple affairs.
southern side of Park street for a
two-story building which will be used
BIG BUSINESS DEAL
by A. M. Moody as an automobile re
pair shop. The plans call for quite
a sizable structure.
W. M. Little Co. Buys Thorn

Brim Jewett and*Bill Lowe head the
orchestra which plays for the Satur
day night dance in Temple hall.

L. E. Clark, who does market gar
dening at Rockland Highlands, has
leased from Mrs. W. F. Lufkin the
Tolman greenhouses on Broad street.

«

Lobster prices have taken a decided
decline since the influx of the Nova
Scotian product began.
Fishermen
around Matinicus and Criehaven are
r.ow being paid 20 cents a pound.
Land sakes, how time flies!
Here Prices of fresh fish have also taken a
are the State papers printing the an big slump and very few shipments are
nouncements of the agricultural fairs. being made.
Dates for those in which Knox county
The Training Station Skating Rink
folks are particularly interested are:
Lewiston State Fair, Sept. 14-17; has been reopened under the same
Eastern Maine State Fair, Bangor, management.
Aug. 23-27; Central
Maine Fair,
—
Waterville, Aug. 30, Sept. 1-3; Han
There will be services at the Concock county fair, Bluehill, Sept. 7-9; grg^itional Church tonight and to
North Knox fair. Union, Sept. 21-23; morrow night at 7.30 o’clock. The
Lincoln County fair, Damariscotta, sermon theme tonight will be “A
Sept. 28-30; Topsham fair, Oct. 12-14; Communion Meditation.”
At
the
New Belfast fair, Aug. 17-19; Unity close the sacrament of the Lord’s
Park Association, Sept. 14-15.
Now Supper will be administered. Tomor
don’t say we didn’t give you sufficient row night the ’sermon subject will be
notice.
“The Cross.” The public is invited.

dike & Hix Wharf, With
Plant Which It Leases.
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STRICTLY

FRESH

HAM

OR

FRUIT, 2

EGGS

WITH

BACON

FOR

FOR 25c

SWIFT’S

•

PREMIUM

IN

MEATS,

OF

DANDELIONS

SPINACH

FISH

GREEN

AND

A

LIST

STUFF
ICEBURG

CAULIFLOWER

BOSTON

DANDY

AND

Huke—Torrington. Conn , March 23, to Mr
and Mrs. Karlo Huke (Geneva Rose)
8 pounds.

LETTUCE

RIPE

DIED
Tolnian—iRockktnd, March 22, Minnie H. Tolinan. aged 57 years. 1 mouth, 24 days.
Berry—Dorchester. Mass.. Mrs Berthena E
Berry, native of Rockport, aged 38 years.
Adams—Union. March 22, Dr. Edward P.
Adams, aged 61 years. 11 months, 17 days
Burial in Belfast
Creamer—Rockland, March 23, Augusta M.,
widow of Jacob F. Creamer, aged 73 years, 8
months. 29 4m Funeral Saturday at 2 p. ni.
Burial in Camden.
Oxton Miuou, Mass . M.tcIi 19. Maria R.
(Tucker)' widow of William H. Oxton, formerly
of West Rockport, aged 86 years.

TOMATOES

EVERYTHING IN ORANGES APPLES GRAPE

FRUIT

BANANAS
hl

HOT CROSS BUNS
Leave your orders and have them hot.

THERE

ARE

MORE

COUNTER

THAN

COME

QUALITY

S

I

ON

BARGAINS

IN

YOU
AND

CAN

OUR

DANCE

BARGAIN

IMAGINE

LOOK.

COBB’S

I

WATTS

HALL

SERVICE

THOMA5TON
MARSTON

NOT
HOW CHEAP
—BUT
--------------------------—

HOW —
GOCJ
-

Premium
Ham
Fresh Eggs

35c, 40c
Loin Roast

35c, 40c

Roast Beef
lSc, ISc, 29c

Fancy

Fine

Smoked

Granulated

Beef Steak

Shoulders

Sugar

,

3Oc, 35c

18c

8c

I

■«----------------

Big Soap
8

Tomorrow We Offer 10,000 Cakes of

Arrow Borax
Laundry S ap
20 Cakes for
1 BORAX SOAP

98 c

Finest Qnality j
EZ;

As of bis naiiKf’wc talk,
A hero in his time.

BORN

WONDERFUL CELERY CUCUMBERS STRAWBERRIES
PEPPERS

HOT
CROSS
BUNS

Loin Steak

.

DANCE ARCADE

BREAKFAST

FOR DINNER
EVERYTHING

For Easter
Swift

M. B.<S C. O. Perry

SUGGESTIONS

LARGE GRAPE

Old English
Receipt

Blackberries
Another important real estate deal
Spinach and Fancy Onions
Fine
Pig’s Liver
2 cans 25c
was consummated yesterday, when
Flour
Dandelion
Potatoes
Corn
the W. M. Little Co. bought from
10
lbs.,
15c
3 lbs. for 25c
2 cans 25c
Thorndike & Hix, Inc. the property
Greens
25c per peck
$1.50
on Wharf street, which it has been
Peaches
Lettuce
Sweet
Lemons
occupying by lease since it took over
30c per can
Corned Beef
the meat and provision business a
Celery
Potatoes
Pineapple
Per Bag
lc each
year or so ago.
10c, 12c
30c per can
2
lbs.
for 25s
Cukes
The concern has prospered beyond
its most sanguine expectations, and
in now becoming the owner of the
real estate doubtless has other ambi
Open
Open
tious plans in view. Not the least of
Saturday
Saturday
these, it is said, will be the abandon
ment of the present ice refrigerating
Evenings
Evenings
plant in favor of an ammonia system
Corner Main and Limerock Streets
Until
Until
of the most modern character.
The improvements will come grad
TELEPHONE 796
10.30
10.30
ually, but just as soon as they can be
prudently done for the betterment of
the service.
The properties taken over undei
IN MEMORY
yesterday’s deal include the wharf, Of ex-Cha plain Charles A. Plumer, and rend! C4tga«B.wi-'-w,g.
at
the
burial
in Union March 22 by tho,
which is one of the largest and best
author, Rev. Edward fi. Ufford.
on the waterfront: the wholesale
And has he gone? Alas’
store, beef house, slaughter house,
He whom we loved so well.
sausage factory and
refrigerating
This friend of manly cast.
Ah,
sad the parting knell.
plant. It was with this equipment
The helper, neighbor, guide,
^hat Thorndike & Hix laid the foun
Shepherd of his flocks,
dation for one of the most prosperous
Adored and magnifled,
And crowned with silver locks
business establishments in Eastern
SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH 26
Maine, and with it the W. M. Little
’Twas said of one of old,
Dancing 8 to 12. Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c. Plus Tax.
Co. has had a career of uninterrupted
Who walked with Christ his Lord,
His saintly shadow told
success which argues well for the
Of blessings through his word.
CARS AFTER THE DANCE
business ability of Mr. Little and his
How noble such a walk,
A Christian so sublimo,
associates.

Easter Greetings
AND

TELEPHONE 766

The remains of Private Henry Hill,
who died in France, arrived in this
city yesterday. The funeral services
will be held at the Burpee undertaking
parlors at 2 p. m. today, and the Le
gion and Auxiliary are invited to at
tend.

want to sec a bridge

Cleans Woodwork
As Well As Your Clothes

DELIVERY

Corner Main and Limerock Streets

Frank P. Denaco, grand general
issimo. will inspect Claremont Com
mandery totjight when there will also
be work on the Order of the Temple.

lee r - Cobb-Davi s

[vapebQ •

A few courageous frogs have piped
but the full orchestra will not be
heard until it is much warmer than at
present.

FREE

Petitions to the City Government,
urging continuation of the Important
and necessary work that has been car
ried on through the office of police ma
tron and the reappointment of ' Miss
Helen Corbett in this capacity for the
ensuing year, are being circulated
throughout the city, and already bear
the names of some 350 citizens.

In our Dress Department we offer many new and attractive models

Repairs are being made to Central
block. The skylight formerly used
by a photographer was offering little
protection against the elements and
damage to the ceiling of Moor’s drug
store was resulting wiUi every heavy
storm.

DELIVERY

C.0. Perry

The Relief Corps will omit its circle
supper tonight.
The workers will
have picnic supper.

DRESSES

S. D. Bartlett of the Central Maine
Power Co. is planning to resume occu
pancy of the A. B. Packard house,
Glencove, the first of May. The Pack
ard family will reside at the home
stead in Rockville the coming sum
mer.

M. R.

FREE

E. O. Dow, the popular Maine Cen
tral conductor, has sold his well
known motor car “Lobelia," and will
henceforth pilot a Ford touring ear,
which he bought through the Rock
land Motor Mart. “Lobelia" has been
a most faithful servant and the
'‘colonel’s” only regret is that he is
not gifted with the poetic talent to
write a sonnet which could do it jus
tice.

SUITS

William A. Williams, cost account
ant at the Knox Woolen Mill, has
moved from this city to Pearl street
Camden.

B. S. Whitehouse has added to his
famous Masonic trellis a beautiful
Commandery emblem in the form of
a Maltese Cross, with swords, blazing
star and passion cross with crown.
The emblem is nearly all metallic
work and has been made with faithful
regard for details.

Last Saturday Harold Lewis reach
ed into the top cylinder on the di
gester of the lime company’s mill to
pick out a piece of bag, but was not
quick enough. The revolving arm
eaught the thumb on his left hand
and injured it so badly that the
thumb had to be amputated

Each department in our shop brimfull of new things
to wear. Let us show you—we can’t do it unless
you give us a chance. We await your call.

Kornlng, “Kismet.”

Three

Freshman boys’ basketball practice
at Kimball hall at 7.30 tonight. The
S. O. S. call is out.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 28—Thomaston town meeting.
March 28—(7 p in ) -Regular meeting of
Woman’s Educational ''HMj, Methodist parlors
March 30—Dance under auspices of 5th Co
C. A C*. in the Arcade.
March 30-31—Methodist Budget Campaign
April 1—Annual meeting of Methebesec Club
with Mrs Georgia Glover, Talbot Avenue.
April 1—Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc, beging spring service on Bangor division
April 2—Thomaston T). A. R. cooked food and
rummage sale, Congregational vestry.
April 4—Monthly meeting of the City Gov
ernment.
April 5—0. E. S. rummage sale in Temple
hall.
April 8—Dance for benefit of Oakland Park
Band in the Arcade.
April 8-9—Art Loan Exhibition in Rockland,
benefit of Knox Academy.
April 11 16—Bo Kind to vAnimals week.
April 15—Thomaston—Annual spring sale at
the M E. church
April 15—Dancing recital by Miss Harvey's
class at the Arcade.
April 19-»-Patriots Day.
April 22—Total eclipse of the moon.
May 13—‘May Festival at Arcade by Chapin
Class of Universalist church
May 27—Knox-Waldo Music Festival In
Camden Opera House
Juiy 11-1G—Community Chautauqua in Rock
land.
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The sacred desk he filled.
And fed with broken broad,
The hearts he sweetly thrilled,
And souls to Christ he led
And many tender years
The prison throng he cheered,
And dried the convict’s tears.
• When oft his face appeared.
His counsel was like oil
Cast on the wave-tossed sea.
For strife his word could fail
And bring tranquility.
The pathway to his door,
Was traced by many a heart,
Who needed counsel sore.
Then thankfully depart.

A soldier true and brave
Has laid bis armor by,
His best to Christ he gave,
His record is on high
And when the roll is called,
In glory he will share
A star-gemmed crown of life.
For his name is written there.

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Whereas, our Heavenly Father has-deemed it
wise to again sever the golden chain of our
beloved Order to take home our beloved Brother,
David Winfield Shattuck', be it
Resolved, That in the dcatlr-of Brother Shat
’nek. Mount Olivet b'*lge, No 2H3, F. and \
M.. of Washington, Maine, has lost an honored
and faithful member;
Resolved. That we as members of this order
of which he lias long been a member will ever
cherish a loving remembrance of our brother;
Resolved, That we extend our sincere sym
pathy to the family of the decease 1.. and com
mend them to Him who never faileth to com
fort those in affliction, and will help and share
their sorrows;
Resolved, That as w tribufe «»f our it nent
and love, a copy of these resolutions be spread
on our records, another sent to the bereaved
family, and one to The Rockland CourierGazette, for publication, and that our charter
be draped for thirty days
Willard F Overlock, Benjamin K Ware,
Charles Finn, Committee on Resolutions
Washington, March 18, 1921.

The charge for publishing a Card of Thanks
is 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.

MARSTON’S

GOOD CROWDS

DANCE

MUSIC

GOOD TIMES

SPECIAL FOR EASTER.
Swi fl’s Premium I btn, 9 lbs. average, Hi.
Swift’s Premium Ham, 14 lbs. average, lb.
Swift’s Premium Bacon, by the strip, lb. .
Smoked Shoulders, 5 lb. average, *'-•
Spinach Greens
Dandelion Greens
Beet Greens
Lettuce
Celery
Cukes

.
.
.
.

.35c
33c
45c
20c

Ai
Low
Marl

I.

GEORGE A. WOOSTER
BOO MAIN
FREE DELIVERY

STREET
TELEPHONE 600

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 24, 1921,
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Every-Other-Day

WEST WASHINGTON

PARIS THEATRE
TODAY
At Regular
Prices

THE FURNACE’

That night of the storm, when Keene Mordaunt brought
Folly back in his car, they thought the house was empty.
Its owner, who was Folly's husband, had said he was go
ing to Canada. But as they switched on the light, there at
the head of the stairs stood Anthony! With a frightened
cry she fainted in Mordaunt’s arms.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
PEARL WHITE in "TIGER'S CUB"
An absorbing tale of love, treachery and sacrifice in the gold
fields of Alaska. A tale which shows how love comes un
awares.

PART I.—Robert Hervey Randolph,
young New York man-about-town, leaves
the home of his sweetheart, Madge Van
Tellier, chagrined because of her refusal
of his proposal of marriage. His Income,
110,000 a year, which he must surrender
If a certain Miss Imogen Pamela Thorn
ton (whom he has seen only as a small
girl ten years before) Is found, is not
considered by the girl of his heart ade
quate to modern needs. In a “don't care”
mood Randolph enters a taxi, unseen by
the driver, and Is driven to the stage
door of a theater. A man he knows.
Duke Beamer, Induces a girl to enter the
cab. Beamer, attempting to follow. Is
pushed back by Randolph and the cab
moves on. His new acquaintance tells
Randolph she is a chorus girl, and has
lost her position. She is in distress, even
hungry, and he takes her to his apart
ment. There, after lunch, a chance re
mark convinces him the girl Is the miss
ing Pamela Thornton. He does not tell
her of her good fortune, but secures her
promise to stay in the Hat until the
morning, and leaves her. In a whimsical
mood, also realizing that the girl’s reap
pearance has left him practically penni
less, he bribes the taxi driver to let him
take his Job. and leaving word with the
legal representative of the Thornton es
tate where he can find Pamela, takes up
his new duties under the name of “Slim
Hervey.* He loves the girl, but his pride
forbids him approaching her under their
changed conditions.

PART II.—One evening he Is engaged
by Beacher Tremont, notorious profligate,
to drive him and Madge Van Tellier to a
hostelry known as “Greenwood.” Aware
of the evil nature of the place, Randolph
drives the pair to Greenwood cemetery.
Infuriated, Beacher gets out of the cab
and Randolph leaves him there, taking
the girl (who has awakened to a realiza
tion of her folly) to her home. Madge
recognizes him.

"Torchy’s Double Triumph"

|

Outing Chester

□El

: ::TODAY : ::

BRYANT WASHBURN in "A FULL HOUSE
• \
A little four-handed game of love that wasn't exactly
according to Hoyle.

"FANTOMAS”

"DUCKS”

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
;

“Good Idea!

Friday It Is.’’

HARRY CAREY in "BLUE STREAK McCOY"

The Willing Workers met with Mrs
Winona Hibbert last Thursday and
although the roads were in bad condi
tion 12 members were present. Re
freshments were served and an ex
cellent time was enjoyed.
Willard Cooper of Cooper’s Mills
and crew are cutting Bertha Marson's wood.
Cora Deering was a recent caller i t
George Hibbert’s.
A. F. Barnes, superintendent of
Schools, was in this place Thursday
on business.
Mrs. Edith Hewett and son William
were callers at George Hibbert's Sun
day.
Merl Day and Will Bowman are cut
ting wood for Linwood Turner (his
week.
Ellen Day of Somerville was a vis
itor in town Monday.
Edward Dow of Washington was a
visitor at Frank Folsom’s Thursday.
Earl Marson is sawing his lumber
at the Farrar Mill this week.
Allen Moores of Washington was
haulirg grain for Walter Burdick last
week.
Edson L. Wellman has purchased
wood sawing machine and he and
Cleg B. Bartlett hauled it from Win
slow’s Mills Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gtbb were can-,
ers at George Hibbert’s Sunday.
A birthday party was given Mas
ter Billie Marson Saturday afternoon.
It being his tenth anniversary. Cltildren were present from South Somer
ville, Coopers’ Mills and’ Razorville
Games were played and ice cream and
cake served. Billie wishes he had
birthday every week.
dan wood Turner was a visitor at
Cooper’s Mills Monday.
Harry Brann of Washington was a
caller in town Thurs lav.

“Gets=If
Tickles
Coras
to Death

OUCH! ANOTHER
RHEUMATIC TWINGE

W

NEURALGIA

VICKS
v VapoRub

KBUILTroBAKEil

You Cant Go Back on the
Judgment of the Good Housewife who has Baked in a
Household R.ange Year After
Year—She Knows.

|l

2U,

LINCOLNVILLE
Town meeting March 14 at the
Grange hall was largely attended, the
following officers being elected: XIod
erator, Parker Young; Selectmen. I. O.
Eugley, H. A. Dean, George Nichols:
Clerl(, L. C. Rankin; Collector and
Treasurer, A. XI. Ross; School Com
mittee. Bert Collamore; Sextons. S. E.
Churchill and P. XI. XVellman. Several
women attended and a fine baked bean
dinner was served, $32 being cleared
thereby for the Grange. 1
Hon. J. S. Xlullen has returned from
a business trip to Waterville and Au
gusta.
Xfrs. L. S. Russ vistted in Camden
last week, a guest of Mr. and XIrs. Roy
Allen.
Cranston Dean and Xliss Marion
XIeColjb are at home from Bucksport
Seminary for a ten days vacation.
XIrs. Myra Young is visiting in
Camden for a few days.
Tranquility Grange will hold an allday session next Saturday and a baked
bean dinner will be served.
XIrs. Lydia Stevens is attending the
Grange lecturers conference in Bangor
this week.

You've seen the Western star in some live ones, but just wait
(erests to the tune of twelve billion
till you see this. Blue Streak, indeed.
dollars. It may be thought that It was
Slim Hervey’s intention to waft this
precious pair to some bosky retreat, p "THE THIRD EYE"
"WRY AND RYE"
cover them with leaves, ami hold them (y
mipf,|fW'jn
... - . ..L U ,U .
PART III —In Randolph's apartment for ransom, but such was not the case.
Pamela, pondering over the strangeness He desired nothing from these two
of the night’s adventure, realizes she is I otentates among a race of lucre |
franchised worn' n made a very good
very much more than interested in the p ants beyond wlint might come to him
showing and took active parts in the
young man. Next morning Mr. Borden
through
his
ever-open
speaking
slot.
Milyuns, her family’s legal representative,
meeting.
This is all he heard:
informs her of her Inheritance. Learning
that her acceptance of the money will
“Lewisfader is getting kind of
SWAN'S ISLAND TOWN MEETING
leave Randolph penniless, even the ftornlture of the apartment belonging to her, fresh.”
“That's what I been thinkin'.”
she proposes to divide the inheritance
Town meeting was held Monday in
with him. Mr. Milyuns tells her Ran
"When?"
Odd FelloAvs’ hall. The following offi
dolph Is unlikely to agree to such an ar
“What about Friday, when the RunSOUTH SOMERVILLE
cers were chosen: XIoderator, Nelson
rangement, even if found. He, however,
agrees to do his utmost to find the young kers-Bollweevil report comes out?”
T. Morse; town clerk. Alonzo Sprague;
“Good idea 1 Friday it is."
mar.. Wide advertising and the employ
S. L. Bartlett recently sold a fine
selectmen
and
assessors.
Oscar
HERE THEY ARE
ment of detective agencies fail to accom
Not another word. hut. as it hap
Holstein calf to Dexter Woodbury of
Bridges,
Seth
Stockbridge
and
plish this. Madge Van Tellier tells Mr. pened. it was enough to start XIr. Ran
A. G. Sprague: overseer of poor, Oscar North Jefferson..
Milyuns of her encounter with Randolph.
Spring Price List
Gordon Marr and George Brann of
Bridges; constal I s, Harold C. Hart,
Knowing only that he is driving a taxi dolph honking uptown the moment he
cab, Pamela sets out to find him. The had dropped ids laconic fares at their
Merrill Sadler and Bert Smith; tax Somerville were recent callers in this
ROGERS HIGH GRADE INSIDE
place.
search naturally Is a long one, but finally
collector, Xierrlll Sadler; (compensa
& OUTSIDE WHITE $4.50 Gal.
she comes upon Randolph in front of a next hoard meeting. No one had to
Willard Cooper of West Somerville
tion 3%;) merfftr of school commit
hotel. Unseen by him she enters his cab. tell him who Lewisfader was; he had
Colors . .$4.25. Floor Paint ....$3.50
tee. Alonzo Sprague: sexton. Adelbert is in the vicinity with his wo.odsawing
but when giving the starter her address been to college with that financiers
Bridges; surveyor of wood and lumber, machine.
Randolph recognizes her voice. The
SHAWMUT INSIDE AND OUT
Frank Hisler of Sand Hill worked
Alfred Sprague; fence vieweg. Clyde
Btreets are slippery with snow, and in his son, and if there was one thing above
SIDE WHITE, $3.50 Gal.
Torrey; fire warden, A. C. Smith; road for Samuel Bartlett last week chop
excitement he smashes the cab against all others that said offspring was good
ping and clearing land.
the curb, throwing the girl out,
at, it was blowing his father's horn.
commissioner. Sherman Joyce.
BEST FLAT WHITE KEYSTONE
Those who have been suffering
Appropriations: Common schools,
PART IV.—Stopping only to see that Lewisfader was this and l.ewisfader
$4.25 Gal.
$3900: text books. $150; repairs on from colds are all better at this writ
Pamela Is unhurt. Randolph flees from was that, but principally ami especial
school property, $180: for supplies and ing exc^»t Mrs. Ellen Day, who is
the scene. While lie Is explaining his ly he was the central rock in the money
MONGAL FLAT WHITE
cleaning schools, $1000; tuition for still confined to the housp.
mishap at the office of the cab company maelstrom known to the stock market
$3.50 Gal.
Those who attended the birthday
Mr. Milyuns appears. After much per
scholars attending school in other
suasion Randolph agrees to call on as “Amal. I. S. & C..” which had only
towns, $250; town expenses, $1600; party given by Billy Marson at West
Pure Turpentine, Oil, Paste, Calci
Pamela nine days after that time. He lately dared to swell its portentous
last
Saturday
were
overdrawn account State Aid roads, Washington
mine, Calcine, Plaster, Ochres
also announces his intention of accumu belly in the company of the most de
$300. The sum of 10 cents, overdrawn Irene Bartlett. Stanley and Ruth Al
lating >100,000 in the interval, and ar
WE ARE PLEASED TO QUOTE
in 1920 on third class roads, was mag- lard. Harris Day, Mrs. Lloyd Hewett
ranges to drive a cab on the Wall Street veloped and vicious saurians of the
PRICES ON ALL KINDS OF
namimously raised and paid by Eu and little son, Lloyd Jr.. Mrs. Lina
beat. There, as he had hoped, he picks financial world.
BUILDING MATERIALS
up a “tip” on the market. His entire j All tlie way uptown. XIr. Randolph's
gene Rowe; Other sums raised were: Bartlett and daughters, Mildred and
capital being in the neighborhood of $70 face was concentrated in the nearest I
$75 for road from Charles Staples Gladys. All report a very pleasant
Watch for Special Prices on
he goes to one of -his clubs and sits in a
house to Freeman Staples’ house. $100; afternoon and wish Billy many happy
SHINGLES
poker game, trusting to chance to secure approach to a frown of which it was ;
for road to houses of Mrs. Dunham returns.
a stake that will enable him to play the callable, lie was not. however, weigh
and
Edwin Joyce; $1200 for town
’’tip” he has secured. He is lucky and ing tlie substance of what lie had heard
HERBERT B. BARTER
roads and bridges; $1500 for improve
. LIBERTY
runs his capital up to an amount suffi
this
way
anti
that,
for
the
simple
rea

230
Main
Street.
Telephone
116-R
ment of sections of State-Aid roads;
cient for his needs. His inside informa
tion on the market proyes correct and he son that the moment tlie one word,
36-tf
$150 for repairs of sidewalks; $1000 for
XI rs. George Turner is ill. ,
closes the deal with the sum he had de "Lewisfader," had readied his ears, lie
support of poor; It was voted not to
Andrew Burkett is making repairs
cided it was necessary to have in order had seen the great light and grasped
maintain a high school.
on E. Leigher’s house.
to meet Pamela on a footing of equality.
“Randy, from where the devil?”
Miss Vergie Haunan visited at O.
Punctual to the minute he calls on the his hunch beyond any thought of look
B .Fuller's Sunday.
young lady, who had awaited his coming ing back. That part of it xjas settled;
The speakers arose and pump
with impatience, and at the close of the what worried hint now was the amount handled XIr. Randolph's arm.
The little daughter of Otis Jones
Interview there Is no question of the di of ways and means in his pocket. R.v
cut one of her thumbs off Saturday
“Ye gods, man, where you been?
vision of the inheritance—or the apart
while playing with an axe.
. thinking very hard, be atlded up his Strayed In fpun a fancy dress?"
ment
XIrs. Silas Honnon visited her sis
capital without bringing It forth to the
“Never mind the glad rags, fellows."
ter Mrs. George Turner Sunday.
light of day. The exact sum was six said XIr. Randolph. “I was Just feel
PART IV—Continued
Sometimes we almost wish we lived
ing lonely for the sound of chips. Room
“Take any beat ye like, boy. while ty-eight dollars and fifty cents.
in Razor\ llle, whose sribe sees so
No
sooner
had
he
passed
the
test
in
for another?"
many signs of an early spring. The
ye c’n hold the wheel.” he said, at
only signs we’ve noticed here are a
"The surest thing! You don't know
the same time janilflnir the brakes mental arithmetic than he drew up a
few crows, barn swallows ar.d bobo
down on his too generous hand. “An’ little beyond the front door of tlie Rock these two chaps, do you? XIr. Seegar.
links.
be sure your ol’ frien’ Tourke ain’t et club. He started to leave bis cab. Passed on to us from 'Frisco, and XIr.
XIrs. Eva Levine of Waterville call
goin* to forget to come t<» the hospital paused, considered, and then deliber Bowling-True, our latest new member.
ed on Xfrs. S. T. Overlook Saturday.
to see you”—lie finished almost with a ately lowered tlie flag. As he entered Gentlemen, this Is Mr. Randy Ran
Allen Ripley is at work for Mrs
the lobby of tlie dub, four scandalized dolph of New Haven anil New York,
sob—“often.”
Pfwell.
fronts
leaped
to
liar
his
way.
They
in
disguise
but
still
the
best
ever.
”
For five restless, heart-breaking
him a variety of biting ques"Table stakes?” murmured XIr. Ran
days, XIr. Randolph and his cab were jasked
11
WEST APPLETON
First Stops All Pain—Then Peels
at tlie beck and call of every short- j I ions: Did he think it was a nigiit dolph. as he took his place, apparent
M. E. Harriman made a trip to Bel
the Corn Off.
horn curb-broker that wanted his ' lunchwagon.? Which
chambermaid ly at random, but at the left of the
fast Saturday.
Don’t try to fox trot on corn tortured
was lie
he calling on? Was he looking for two comparative strangers.
friends and customers to see him start ! "as
leet. Get rid of your corns. If you have
Mrs. Lois Bartlett who has been
“Of course! Same old ante. Same
away from the scene of others’ labors Mills hotel?
quite ill the past two weeks is much
"Herbert!” roared XIr. Randolph.
old game. You talk as though you'd
in a taxi. The vast assurance that had
improved.
Tlie functionary named, head door been away for a month.”
graced him when be allowed XIr. XlilMrs. Ella Thompson of Montville
man
for
the
Rocket
club
since
first
It
has been the guest of her niece Hazel
yuns to infer that nine days was plenty
started
on
its
appropriately
meteoric
10.
be
contnued
—
Began
XIarch
To
McLain.
in which to pick up a hundred thou
Back copies can be supplied.
Harry Fogg of Appleton Mills was
sand dollars and that had also tinged career, leaped from his dignified seat
a caller here Saturday.
a remark made some weeks before to on the somnolent side lines and stared
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Sherman of
a Xliss XIadge Van Tellier to the ef wide eyed at the servile apparition
SWAN'S ISLAND
*
Washington have been guests of Wil
fect that the great thing nowadays that liad dared shout the open sesame
liam McLain the past week.
Mrs.
was to avoid having too much money to that inviolate portal.
Sherman has been quite ill.
Business at the paving quarry in
had been gradually worn to a ragged [ “XIr. Randolph!” he gasped nt Inst, Minturn is increasing and soon more
James Peterson made a business
and the stunned fronts started to slink men will be needed.
trip to Warren recently.
frazzle.
Recently the
On account of the hard tr:aveiing
schooner, Bloomer, Capt.
Harper,
XIr. Randolph was on the point of away.
not many attended town meeting.
trying to persuade himself that he was j "Hold on, there!" said XIr. Randolph, brought an air compressor to Xlinturn
giving way to the too constant strain and divested himself of cap to one, for use in the quarry.
William H. Burns, who has passed
rather than to any defect in Ids phil overcoat to another, gloves to the third,
osophy of the easiness of wealth when and asked the fourth for a light. "Her the winter .at the home of his daugh
Make Your Feet Happy! Remove I hoao
ter. XIrs. A. O. Gross, at Deer Isle, has
Corns
“
i 1With
i "Geta-It.
------------- "
”
an excited and listless elevator boy bert,” he continued, in modulated returned to Atlantic.
tones, "the cab outside is waiting for
never Reen a corn tickled to death, lust
rushed up and said:
Luella Joyce, Oscar Johnson and apply
a tew drops of "Gets-It” to yours.
“Here, youse! XIr. Embonpoint Xlor- XIr. R. H. Randolph. It may be there James Fuller are home from Rockland Then watch that corn die—peacefully as
c pa
gum's car has froze. Ring your ol' for some time. Have an eye kept on to pass their school vacation.
■ If It had gone to sleep. Soon It Is not hlng
but a loose piece of dead skin that you
with that handy bottle of
It."
Mrs. Hannah Stanley is visiting can lift right off with your Angers.
fire alarm."
Sloan
’
s
Lir.imcnt
"Yes, Xfr. Randolph. I’ll see to It, with Mrs. Lucinda Dunham in At
Get after them now. Your druggist
Mr. Randolph almost knocked over a
has 'Gets-It." Costs but a trifle—or
nothing at all If It foils. Mfd. by E.
IIAT Sloan's does, it does thor
fare that was attempting to get aside. Mr. Randolph. George, Mr. Randolph’s lantic.
George Gardiner of Thomaston has linwrence <ft Co., Chicago.
oughly—penetrates without rub"Engaged1” he growled, ns lie letters.”
been
in
town
on
business.
Sold in Rockland by Pendleton Phar
"Never mind the letters,” counter
ling to the af.’.ictcd part ar.d
stooped to “turn her over.”
Alex. Staples and his daughter Mrs. macy.
promptly relieves most ki:. Is of exter
Five minutes later. Ids cab was enr- manded the oft-named one, and pro Marie Carter have returned to their
nal pains and aches. You’ll find it*
rilng, in tlie persons of XIr. XIorgum. ceeded to thread his way to a certain former home, near the parsonage in
clean and non-skin-staining. Keep it
above mentioned, ar.d another, the po- small room strategically placed well Atlantic.
handy for sciatica, lumbago, neuralgia,
within the depths of the edifice and
Earle
Stockbridge
has
leased
his
over-exerted muscles, stiff joints, back
tial pivots of very light-vested in|N| or headache—rub fore
far from the maddening tumult of the farm on the back road in Atlantic to
ache, pains, bruises, strains, sprains,
said
apartment
at
the
j
parties
who
intend
to
raise
livestock.
bad weather after-effects.
streets.
Tlie
head, temples and back
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC
A
well
attended
basket-supper
party
For 39 years Sloan’s Liniment has
moment of his arrival contained five
of
neck
with
Vicks.
Melt
was
held
in
Seaside
hall
Friday
night.
helped
thousands the world over. You
JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORI occupants seated round a circular table Mrs. Ella Van Horn has gone to
aren't
likely to be an exception. It cer
a
little
in
a
spoon
and
of
convenient
height
nud
clothed
In
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
tainly does produce results.
Rockland to care for her daughter
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
pale green, kindest of all shades to the
inhale the vapors.
All druggists—35c, 70c, §L40.
during her illness.
PRESCRIPTIONS. KtlOAKS. DE
eye of man. There were no mirrors
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
Xfrs. Edgar Trask has been visiting
LARGING.
on the walls.
with XIrs. Elmira Sprague.
370 Main St.. Rockland. M«
Sir. Randolph’s entry was greeted
Town meeting day dinner and sup
first with consternation and then with per were served in the I. O. O. F. din
ing-hall and in the evening there was
Telephone that item of news to The shouts.
a dance. The attendance at town
. Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
"Bobby, you old scout!”
Orcr Z 7 Million Jan Used Yearly
meeting was large and the newly enreaders wiU see it,
"Herv. by great balls ot sweat."

PAINTS!
PAINTS!

H09HD
9ANCES

SlOcfc
Liniment

^EOOSEkO
HMKIT
B

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO—k MARCUS
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL

STREET,

ROCKLAND

A young son of Ira Webb was in their
p ith ard got behind an oil barrel 1 to
escape. The skoot hit the barrel,
One of P. D. Thurston’s team horses
knocking over the boy and hurting
had a leg broken by being kicked by
him quite badly.
its mate.
Friends in this place of Mrs. OrMr. and Mrs. James Lobdell are
zilla Cookson were sorry to learn of
stopping at W. A. Overlook’s.
her death at her home in Unity.
The sound of Quigg & McLain’s
Tlie remains of Mrs.
Florence
new mill whistle is heard. Several of
Wentworth of this town, who w«nt to
the horses at their mill have been
California to spend the winter. were
sick with distemper. Dr. Darling of
brought home for burial last week.
Belfast was called on some case3.
It. L. Overlock and family visited
• A young son of Ira Webb, one of
friends in Liberty Sunday.
the campers at Quiggs. mill.’ wa?
kicked .on the ankle by a horse J»it
Telephone that Item ot news to The
no bones were broken.
The other day Ernest Perry's hor.*r s Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
hitched to a lumber skoot ran away. readers, will see it.

FREEDOM

■ -jezr

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ESTABLISHED 1868

DEPOSITS

sa

$2,284,482.49

Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
of 4" per annum.
use

gOEx:.... '"a,

e':,;:.

r:;;... / t:.;

| Your kitchen is your pride.

You

j want it bright and clean

and

| shining.

Our big mill where we

9 make
*

, :

WilliamTell
FLOUR
Ijj
p
gj
fj

is "our kitchen.' We are proud of
t and we keep it spotlessly clean,
That is one of the factors that helps
to make William Tell the good flour
that it is.

H Wc know that you would delight in
this big clean mill, and you’d proH nounce it a fitting home for a fine
fj flour like William Tell.
H

L Dust proof machines scour and
E : grind the wheat, and the flour is
then sifted through finest silk, put
into clean, new sacks and sealed.
No human hand touches William
Tell Flour until you open the sack
in your kitchen.
Make sure of getting this fine,
ciean, pure flour. Tell your
grocer—William Tell.

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO ,
DISTRIBUTORS

THE GRADE SCHOOLS
/

______

Wanted

ART LOAN EXHIBIT

I

I

Names of Some Pupils Not Something About the Notable
Relics Which Knox AcaHAbsent Last Term—“Lady
emy Will Display.
of the Lake” Dramatized.
Pupils of Grade 6, Purchase street
not absent during the winter term
were: Leonard Cousins,
Catherine
Criteh, Erwin Chase, Walter Ellis,
Evelyn Elwell, Mervvn Harriman,
Helen Kirkpatrick, Ruth Koster, An
nie Leonard, Florence Legage, Tiny
Staples and John Scott.
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Every-Other-Day

Robert ,A. Creighton of Thomaston,
G. W. Bletlien of Rockland and Mrs.
Osmond Palmer have been added to
thd list of committees recently pub
lished in these columns.

♦ . • •

•Henry Bird has presented Knox
Academy with an old Queen’s arm
« « • •
flintlock gun that saw service at Lex
In the arithmetic contest in Grade 2 ington and Bunker Hill. The date on
Purchase street, which closed Friday, it is 1772. It will be on exhibition at
Bernard Freeman had the most perfect the coming fair, April 8 and 9.
• •»»
paper, with Ralph Post second.
• • • •
G. W. Blethen is to exhibit a fine se
In Grade 7 A, McLain School, the ries of Maine polished granite—speci
following pupils were not absent one- mens from practically every quarry in
half day of the winter term: Clifton the State.
• • • •
Cross, Wilbur Frohock, Irma Gamache,
Kathleen Haskell, Pieter Huijer, Ray
A water color painting of the old
mond Hyland, Francis Merchant, Oli Capt. David Lermond house in War
ver Rollins, Frank Thompson, John ren, (built in 1769), “sketched for
Tyler, Katherine Veazie and Norman cousin Minnie, July 4, 1855," by Emily
Waldron.
Eaton, daughter of Cyrus Eaton the
• ■ • *
hiftorlan, will be'on exhibition.
♦»«•
Grade 8 A has chosen Mary Wasgatt for class marshal during the first
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Smith are
part of the spring term.
to exhibit rare and beautiful Italian
• • • •
mosaics, specimens of Japanese wood
Recent additions to the cabinet in carving, rare old cut glass and china,
Grade 8 A are a sea lemon, whale’s ear, and other beautiful works of art.
« • •,
razor tish and a skate’s egg.
• • • •
Miss Martha Bartlett, librarian of
About 70 parents and friends en the Rockland Public Library, will ex
joyed the dramatization of th^ “Lady hibit a rare old engraving of General
of the Lake” given by the pupils of Henry Knox, old manuscripts and
Grade 8 A Thursday of last week. The books.
• • • •
characters In Scott’s famous poem
were interpreted very successfully by
The history and development of
the youthful actors, all doing so well photography will be exemplified with
that it would be hard to pick out the silhouettes, daguerreotypes, tintypes,
best one. The poem was given in and modern photos, including color
twelve scenes, readers in costume sup photos.
•
•
plying the missing links between the
scenes. The grade wishes to express
The history and development of
Its gratitude to Mrs. V. A. Leach, who lighting from the tallow “dip” to the
loaned a harp: to Mrs. Carlton Snow, latest electric lamp will be likewise
who supplied most of the costumes for shown with specimens of candle
the readers; to Mrs. Leigh Scott, who sticks, old sperm oil, “fluid,” and kero
sent to Lewiston for the costume sene lumps and lanterns.
worn by the Highland chieftain; and
to all the mothers who loaned screens,
WARREN
rugs and banners, and who helped
make costumes. They feel that much
"The men of the Congregational
of the success achieved was due to the
Splendid cooperation of parents and church will serve a circle supper
Thursday night at the parlors to
friends.
which all are cordially invited.
Mrs. Chapman and son are visit
UNION
ing in Boston this week.
G. B. Hanley ig quite ill this week
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Whalen of and off duty from the store.
Rockland spent the weekend with
Mrs. Alice Ames is improving in
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Messer.
health.
Doris Matthews has returned from
Dana Newman is home from Tufts
Rockland.
College of which he is a dental stu
Mrs. Ada Lucas entertained the dent.
Star circle recently.
The Ladies Auxiliary met Tuesday
Mrs. Will Sayward is confined to night at O. A It. hall.
her home with grippe.
Union services are held this week
W. E. Plumer of Portland is in Tuesday and Wednesday at the Bap
town.
tist church and Thursday and Friday
Ralph Carroll of Portland is visit night at the Congregational church.
ing relatives here.
Mrs. Bertha Achorn will return
Laura Robins was the recent guest Friday from Lisbon Falls where she
of Eva Childs at South Union.
has been teaching.
Howard Hager is home from Mas
Miss Shirley Moody is at home for
sachusetts, guest of his parents.
a vacation from teaching at Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton enter
Mrs. Abbie Newbert is visiting in
tained friends Thursday evening in Massachusetts with her daughter.
honor of their wedding anniversary,
Warren Grange conferred the first
also that of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fos and second degrees on two candidates
sett. Luncheon was served. Those Tuesday evening.
present were Mr. and Mrs. Creighton,
Mr. MarteII is moving his house
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fossett, John hold goods from the Conic farm to
Williams and Miss Gregory.
Massachusetts.
Mrs, Euda Lermond has returned
Mrs. Lc-on Wotton who underwent
from a visit in Thomaston.
an operation at Knox Hospital at
Miss Angie Slmmors who has been Rockland last week is reported as do
spending the winter in Appleton has ing well.
returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Stacy Packard of
SPRUCE HEAD
Rockland were weekend guests of
Mrs Westbra Wentworth.
Mrs. H. F. York lias been very ill
Esther and Charles Plumer came
home from Bucksport Saturday to at the past week, Mrs. Perry of Rock
tend the funeral of their grandfather. land, a trained nurse, caring for her.
Rev. C. A. Plumer.
Mrs. Sidney Thompson is much
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Lewis left Tues
better but not yet able to set up.
day for Rockland where Mr. Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. A. G? Caddy were
will have his tonsils removed.
Sam Fuller of Rockland has been business visitors in Rockland Satur('..■iy
spending a few days in town
Miss Marguerite Elwell has return
Raymond Bowley is confined to his
ed to Medfield, having been called
home with illness.
George
Fossett,
salesman
for home by the serious illness of her
Thurston Bros., was in town for the sister, Mrs. York.
Geneva and Cecil Elwell and Albert
weekend.
There was a large gathering of in York are home from Rockland High
terested listeners at the lecture given School on a vacation.
Capt. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt and son
by Frank H. Dudley, State Horticul
turist. at the Grange hall Monday af Willard of Matinicus Light station
ternoon. Mr. Dudley is an easy and Mrs. Sidney Robinson of Redstone N.
pleasing speaker and held the close H., and Miss Naomi Kinney of St.
George were guests Saturday of their
attention of all?
aunt Miss Caroline Robinson and
uncle T. E. McKellar.
RAZORVILLE
Charles Snowdeal and son Wesley
have been hawing wood in the village
W. E. Overlock and Miss Verneta with their power outfit.
Farrar were in attendance on Probate
Friends here of T. E. Wiley of
Court at Rockland March 15.
Rockland are glad that he has had the
Mt. Olivet Masonic Lodge had two cataract removed from his eye and
candidates in the Master Mason de hope it is a successful operation.
gree last Friday evening.
1 Miss Lulu Simmons of Meduncook
B. K. Ware met with an accident is housekeeper for Henry WaMron.
Friday which came near being fatal.
Mrs. M. E. Rowell of South Thom
He had a crew helping him cut wood, aston is caring for her daughter, Mrs
when a tree in falling hitx a stump, M. F. Post.
and swinging around struck him a
Emily and Sylvia Post are visiting
blow on the head, knocking him sen Mrs. Grace Carr and Lillian Rowell at
seless and pinning him to the ground. South Thomaston.
Had he been alone the accident would
Frank Smith went to Rockland Fri
have been fatal.
day to s^e Dr. Crockett.
Miss Verneta Farrar is absent on a
Mrs. Frank Wall has been spending
visit to her sister. Mrs. Cathleen Mor a few days with her daughter Mrs.
ton in Boston, and her sister Mrs. Cleveland Harvey in Rockland. Mr.
Doris Dickenson in Brunswick.
She and Mrs. Harvey have a little daugh
will also visit the large millinery ter, Ethelyn Lucy.
Stores in Portland and perhaps Boston
previous to opening up parlor millin
LOSES 68 POUNDS
ery at her home.
Missionary Overlook was in Oak
Albert
Overton, Watertown, N.
land and Augusta Sunday.
says:
“Four years ago I was stricken with
typhoid fever. I
MOUNT PLEASANT
lost weight very
rapidly, dropping
Vesper Packard is home from Port
from 216 to 150
land for a vacation of two weeks.
pounds.
I bad
L. A, Packard has started his mill.
rheumatism
so badly in my
Mrs. John Clark is very ill.
knees I was unMaurice Carroll is home from the
able to get
Bucksport Seminary for the Easter
around; I was
vacation.
very nervous and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cargill have
couldn't sleep,
returned to Rockland.
and my kidneys
Fremont Toiman has started saw
were very bad. I
ing wood for his usual patrons.
gradually grew
worse and blotch
Maurice Cunningham lias been saw
es began to show
ing wood for T. J. Carroll.
Alton Butler is working in Halver
A. H. Overton
«’"
arms aD ‘
bands.
Hart’s mill at South Hope.
“In June, 191S,
Alton Russell is getting ready to I got two bottles of GOLDINE. Be
build a barn.
fore the first was gone 1 felt the
change and after the second was goue
1 felt like a new man. GOLDINE
SUNSHINE
has done me more good than all the
doctors could have done. During the
Mrs. W. 4. Conary and son have
rest of the year I gained fifty pounds
aud life seems worth living again."
gone to Portland to visit relatives.
(Signed) A. H. Overton.
Mrs. Mazie McCorson announces
For sale by all druggists or send 10c
the birth of a son Norman.
for liberal sample.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Conary have

returned home from Sunset, where
they have been spending the winter.
' Russell Barter has returned home
from New London where he has been
employed.
Al. Eaton has been to spend the
weekend with his parents.
Mrs. Maud Grey has returned home.

Goidine Slfg. Co., firpt. S, Albany, N. T.

Goidine is sold in Rockland at Johnstop's Drug Store.

FOR SALE—Double tenement house, 28 sad 30
Masonic Si, with extra lot of land on Grace
Street Will sell together Apply to ft U
COLLINS, 875 Main St., Bockland, or MRS (
KELLE1', Fairfield, Maine.
7»-tf

WANTED—Woman to run power machine,
awning work. G. W. ML’GRIDGE, 12 Water
Street.
36-39

DAVIS’
This is the week when we all expect to have something
new to wear. New goods have been pouring into
our store the past week. Come in and see them.

CORNER MAIN AND ELM STREETS

COME TO US FOR YOUR EASTER OUTFIT

Spring
Hats, Swan & Russell’s
............................. $4.00, $4.50, $5.00
Spring Caps, Swan & Russell’s
........................................ $1.50, $2 00
Spring Ties ..... 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50
Spring Shirts ................ $1.50, $2.00
Dress Stockings .. .25c, 4Cc, 50c, 75c
Work Stockings, won’t wear out 25c

WRAPS
SUITS
WAISTS
SKIRTS
DRESSES
SCARFS
CHOKERS
We Guarantee to Save You Money

Work Overalls, heavy weight
......................................... $1.37, $1.75
Work Pants ................... $4.00, $5.00
Work Shirts ............................... $1.00
Boys’ Suits .......$7.50, $8.00, $10.00
Boys’ Shirts and Blouses 75c, $1.00
Boys’ Stockings, 3 pairs for $1.00
Boys’ Ties .................................... 50c
Boys’ Hats and Caps ............. $1.00

Is it any satisfaction for you to be able to trade where the goods are.
guaranteed? Where if any article proves unsatisfactory in any
way you can return it and get a new article or the money?
You have that guarantee here.

WILLIS AYER

DAVIS’

NEW SPEAR BLOCK : : AT THE BROOK : : ROCKLAND, ME.

GREAT WAS THE FALL

JIM’S CORNER
SOME MORE CHOCOLATES

43c a lb.
They can’t be beat

ORANGES
Sweet Florida Oranges, large size,
California Sunkist Oranges.

60c a doz.

The first sweet

navels we have had this year,

50c a doz.

The American Legion bowlers ace
not invincible, as one may have
thought from their long string of vic
tories. At the Princess alleys Tuesday
night Clarence Barnard's All Stars
repelled their advances, and when the
battle was over it was found that they
had slain four more thin sticks than
the Legionnaires The ex-service men
won three of the five strings but failed
to offset the execution done by Bar
nard’s men in the first and fourth inn
ings. Mayo and Perry \yere high line
for the respective strings and Phillips
had the largest single string. And now
the All-Stars are able to make their
way up and down the street without
having to squeeze by over-chesty in
dividuals. The score:
All Stars—Barnard, 448; Mayo, 477;
Hart, 421; Phillips, 463; Cottrell, 438;
totals. 2,247.
Legionnaires—Fogarty, '451; Kalloch,
168; Perry, 467; Ferrara. 422; Shapiro,
435; totals, 2,243.

Pipe repairing of all kinds. Our new pipe repairing
machine makes your pipe look like new

CIGARS, CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO

.JAMES DONDIS
352 MAIN STREET.............................. CORNER ELM

SOUTH WALDOBORO

GRAIN PRICES
LOWER
CORN, CRACKED CORN
AND MEAL
$1.85 a bag
BEST FLOUR
a bag, $1.45

E. H. BURKETT’S
UNION, MAINE

24 If

EMPIRE THEATRE
Bryant Washburn the popular Par
amount star, will be seen in his latest
photocomedy, “A Full House” today.
Mr. Washburn is a bridegroom of a
day when he is commissioned as a
lawyer to go to San Francisco to ob
tain certain ove letters written by a
client to a vamp. The bride storms
and frets and after he obtains the
letters he loses them when he picks
up the wrong handbag as he leaves
his train. j When the bride finds a
stolen diamond necklae in hubb’ys
grip, grave complications ensue. The
police come to arrest the supposed
thief and then—well, there are laughs
galore after that.
The weekend atraction is to be a
Harry Carey feature, “Blue Streak
McCoy.” as exciting as it sounds.
The three serials are now running
on high.—adv.
CUSHING APPROPRIATIONS
Appropriations made by the Cush
ing town meeting, additional to those
already puiflish&T were:
State Aid
road, $300; repair of town house, $50;
patrol of State road. $430; interest and
principal on Back Road loan, $137.50;
for note and interest, $333.00.

NORTH WARREN
Larry Smith who has been stopping
with his daughter Mrs. Stillman Whit
ney the past few weeks returned to
his home in Thomaston Friday.
Joseph Robbins has returned home
from Massachusetts where he was
Called by the death of his cousin, Mrs.
Harry Rot,bins.
Miss Marjorie Wiley spent the
weekend In Union.
Bernice Grade was in Rockland Fri
day.
Constance Calderwo* of Union has
been spending a few days with her
friend Dorothy Cummings.
White Oak Grange worked the first
and second degrees on three candi
dates last Friday evening.
Frank Dudley was at White Oak
Grange hall Monday evening and gave
ia talk on orcharding.
Clifford Robinson and Charles Mank
vili start out with the gasoline en
gine to saw wood next week.

MONHEGAN
Mrs. Elva Moody was In Boothbay
Harbor Saturday.
Miss Thelma McKown has return
ed home to Linekin for the week’s
vacation.
Mrs. George Cock is visiting friends
at Friendship.
Mrs. Kate Brackett is spending a
few days in Wiscasset.
“Chris”
Nkkolson
is
visiting
friends at Block Island,
Everett
Seavev of Cushing is substituting on
the mail boat in his absence.

Following is the report given at
Lincoln Baptist Association recently
held at Warren;
The services being held at the Bap
tist church in South Waldoboro are
well attended and very interesting.
Rev. T. H. Fernald, who is spending
the winter at his home here, holds
meetings every Sunday evening and
from the first the attendance has been
large considering the small popula
tion in the community. The interest
is growing and Mr. Fernald feels
quite enepuraged as to the results.
We wish he could remain with us, but
he anticipates another field in a short
time. He also holds meetings in the
schoolhouse at Lawry every Wednes
day evening where the attendance
and interest are alto excellent. Our
Baptist church has recently purchas
ed new singing books which will add
greatly to the interest and inspiration
of the meetings. At every service
there is special singing. Recently one
of our little girls rendered a song in a
very pleasing manner. Mr. Fernald
attended the meeting of Lincoln As
sociation at Warren, and reports in
teresting and inspiring meetings.

NEW SHOES

$25
Reward
For information leading to
arrest of person entering my
cottage at Chickawaukie
Lake last week. Some per
sons are suspected, but no
questions will be asked or
action taken if stolen goods
are returned at once.
HAROLD A. ROBBINS
35-38

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE
STEAMSHIP CAMDEN

Resumption of Service
FROM BOSTON APRIL 1
FROM ROCKLAND APRIL 2
.eave Bockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urdays at 8 P. M for Boston.
Return—Lea\e Boston Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5 P. M. Leave Rockland Tues
days, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 A. M for
Camden, Belfast, Bucksjiort, Winterport and
Bangor.
Leave Bangor 2 P. M. for Rockland, Boston
and way landings
MT. DESERT & BLUE HILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 A M for North Haven. Ston!ngton. Southwest Harbor. Northeast Harbor,
Seal Harbor, due Bar Harbor 11.45 A. M.
Return—Leave Bar Harbor 1.00 P. M. for
Rockland and way landings
BLUE HILL LINE
Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Saturdajs at 5 A. M for Dark Harbor, Eggemoggin, South Brooksville. Sargentville. Deer
Isle. Brooklin, South Blue Hill, due Blue Hill
11.43 A M.
Return—Leave Blue Hill 12.30 P. M. for
Rockland and way landings
Connections at Rockland with steamer from
and for Boston •
F. S SHERMAN, Supt. R. S SHERMAN. Agent
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland, Maine.

WANTED -Washings to do at home
STREET.

8 FOGG
36*39

WANTED—Knitters on infants bootees. We
furnish the yarn and pay good prices. MRS.
NUTT. 108 North Main Street.
36-39,
WANTED—By two nurses, babies to board
In private home: under two years of age pre
ferred. Will take invalids. Best of references
if required MISS II. E. SNOW, 26 Court St.
Bath, Me. Tel 326
36-39

WANTED Man and wife in country place
Man general work
Wife cook and general
work

Bis’ DOMihle ("ll’li; >ns

BoilUtlflll lo

eality. Excellent wages. Unusual opening Ap
ply MRS E. H. HAWLEY, 780 High St , Bath
Tel. 723.
33*38

WANTED To buy farm or village place.
Send description; also distance from school
ami town; also lowest price
ERNEST O.
REED, Spencer. Mass.
33-40
WANTED A middle aged woman for house
work ; three in family.
Richard smith.
Ingraham Hill
Tel. 427-M
35-tf
WANTED-A few washings; prices reason
able TEL. 250-Y
33*38

WANTED--Young men, women, over 17. for
l’ostiil Mail Serxiue.

$12<» innith

Ex.imiiia-

tiona March-April.
Experience unnecessary
For free particulars of Instruction, write JOHN
LEONARD, (former Civil Service examiner),
1037 Equitable Bldg., Washington, I) C. 33*38
WANTED—SALESMEN—Men to sell a well
and favorably known device In this state. Good
proposition for a plugger. Apply 9 to 10 A. M.
and 1 to 2 P M. .MR COLE, Knox County
Electric Co., Rockland.
34*37

CORNER MAIN AND ELM STREETS

Not Only of Candlepins, But of Erst
while Champions.—Tight Squeeze,
ugh.

WANTED—Plain sewing aud mending Will
take work home or go out by the hour. MIN
NIE FERNALD, Thomaston. Me. Tel 157 4.
36-39

FUflNITURE
HiPSIIIKG
OF ALL KINDS
Work Sent For and Delivered
SECOND HAND FURNITURE
BOUGHT AND SOLD

CARL E. FREEMAN
Nearly Opp. Blake’s Antique Store
Telephone 781 -M.
«33*40

WANTED To trade 1920 Ford touring body,
mohair top, for roadster body.
HARRY
HOUSER. R 1. Phone 263-2.
34*37
WANTED A situation driving a truck, any
make of machine LEWIS BURNS, 153 Camden
Street
WANTED Saleslady to sell ladies’ custom
made clothing. Apply KNOX CLOTHING CO.,
399 Main st Tel 378 M
33-tf
WANTED—Your property to sell. I have
customers for all kinds of property. R U.
COLLINS. Real Estate and Insurance, 375 Main
Street. Tel 77.
32-tf
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN S.
RANLETT. Rockville, Me Tel. 352-14
15tf

WANTED—Second hand sails. Highest prices
paid for Id iw or light sails
W F. TIB
BETTS. Sallmaker. 61 Front SL Tel. 225-R.
Tel. residnece 775-W.
89-tf

WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, cham
ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
12 and 2 and 6 and 7. MRS HAWLEY. 780
100-tf
Advertisements In this column not to exceed High St., Bath, Me. Tel. 725.
three lines inserted once for 23 cents, 4 time?
WANTED—Best shag cat and kittens High
for 30 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each est prices paid. BAY VIEW’ FARM. North
for one time, 10 cents 4 times
Six word Haven, Me.
155*38
make a line.

on

Lost and Found

For Sale

FOR SALE—Summer cottage at Crescent
LOST—Brown and black hound dog
Re Beach, 5 rooms, hot and cold water, bath
ward $20. JOHN MORRIS, Spruce Head. Me room, life cellar. Bargain if sold at on-r
KNOX REAL ESTATE CO. Tel. 376-M 299
31tf
Main S' io '
36 If
FOR SALE >Jew milch cow. 12 cords dress
lo Let
ing. hen wire, coops, fountains, hoppers, etc.
TO LET-—Six room house at No. X Myrtle Oil gas burner, double, for kitchen stove, Brown
St
Bath, good clean paint and nice paper. Bros, organ, 16 ga double barrel hammerless
Parker shot gun
CHARLES LEE, 283 LimoApply at WINDSOR HOUSE
36-39
rock St. Tel. 767-W.
36-tf
TO LET -Upstairs tenement of four rooms,
FOR SALE New milch COW 20 quart kind
104 Rankin street. Inquire of MRS WILLIAM
with calf It) days old. DR. SHERMAN, Kalloch
LUFKIN, 191 Broadway. Tel. 715-J
35-38
farm. He,id of Buy
Te!. .'.Si-11.
3«*lt
TO LET—Rooms for light housekeeping, part
FOR SALE—Sinyra rug 8-4x10-6; 3 floor mat
l.v furnished
Must give references Address
“M.” care of COURIER-GAZETTE office 35*38 tings; center bible, all in good condition. 92
SUMMER STREET. Rockland.
36*39
TO LET—The Tyler house on North Main
FOR SALE -Hay. F. W. ROBBINS. Rock
street, after April 1st. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
vllle, Me Tel. 352-3.
30-39
34-37
FOR SALE—Used autos Model 90 Overland,
TO LET—Furnished room. 10 PLEASANT
Chevrolet truck, Dort Sedan. All In perfect
STREET.
33 80
order. HAROLD A. ROBBINS, 21 Tillson Ave.
35-38
TO LET--For summer, or shorter per.ods,
cottages at Mirror Lake and at Cooper’s Beach.
FOR SALE -Square piano in gmwl condition.
All furnished II A. ROBBINS, 24 Tillson Ave.
Will sell very cheap 38 HOLMES STREET,
33*36
City.
35*38
TO LET—Storage for furniture, stoves, etc.
FOR
SALEA
year
old
Cosset
lamb.
In
J H MELVIN, 21 Gay Street.
32-tf
quire of A. L BROWN, 25 Rockland St. 35*38
TO LET—Eight room flat on Main street,
FOR SALE Dwelling house and wood-shed
all improvements. Inquire at RUBINSTEIN
with one acre of land, situated thereon Dwell
BROS., 404 Main Street.
23-tf
lug furnisluHi throughout, consisting of six
Has loon feet or
TO LET—An upstair apartment for liouse- rooms lad built in 1914
A very valuable location
koep'ng, of four rooms, unfurnished MRS C. more shore front.
O. EMERY, 28 Pacific Street. Tel. 142-4 and sitUHted at Old Harbor (so-called) lu
Vinalhaven, Maine, and within 3 miles of the
4-tf
postofflee. No encumbrances For further In
TO LET—Somebody is needing a house or formation inquire of S. R. AMES or D H.
rooms
Advertise yours in this column and GLIDDEN, Vinalhaven, Me
35-38
you’ll gpt an application Immediately.
3-tf
FOR SALE Good butter cow. just freshened.
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves, Price reasonable Write or telephone MRS H
and musical instruments or anything that re LEHTO Tel. 169-23. Thomaston, R 1. Box
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable. 32A.
V______________________ 34 37
I R FLYE. 221 Main Ht.. Rockland
45tf
FOR SALE—Grade Guernsey, 5 years old.
fresh
GEO. E. REDMAN, Morse’s Corner.
34-37
Thomaston.
n
*
Miscellaneous

Our Corseticrre. Mrs Pliosa Howard, who is
a 1921 graduate of the Gossard College of Sci
entific Ftting. will give a corset talk to any
w&Win Interested, or otherwise, who cares to
fiiqiiire in the department for her. Expert ad
vice and assistance is cordially extended to all
our patrons. FULLER-COBB DAVIS. 36-44

FOR SALE Baby carriage almost new, ex
cellent condition.
Apply at 4 Park Place.
MRS NELSON______________________ 33*36
FOR SALE- At a bargain, piano in first class
condition
Reason for selling, do not care to
store. W T. DUNCAN. Tel 579-W.
35*38

FOR SALE—Dodgo commercial truck, 1919,
Call at RUBENSTEIN
"A Man's Right to Happiness” and “The first class condition
35-tf
Secret of Happiness,” by a Work-Woman sent BROS . 404 Main Street.
free on request. Mrs L. O. Packard, 68 War
FOR SALE- Lot of land 12.000 square feet,
ren Street, Needham, Mass
36*39
in North Baran rlllua, near iron point rood.
WALL PAPER We have had a line of Inquire of ELISHA BROWN. Vinalhaven. Me.
35*38
samples sent us. from which to take orders
Mr Albert Peterson, in the Carjad Department,
FOR SALE—On Island of Matinicus, 7 room
will he pleased to show them and take orders semi bungalow with barn, 25 acres of land,
If you make a selection.
FULLER COBB- half tillage, half wood, 1000 feet shore front.
DAVia _
354f
Ideal place for summer hom£; building In good
SILK REMNANTS—For fancy work, quilts, repair Apply to KNOX REAL ESTATE CO..
33 tf
pillow tops, portieres, etc. For 25 cents will 299 Main St. Tel. 376-M.
mall large package of assorted colors. HOME
FOR SALE—Cottage lots at Mirror Lake. All
SILK WORKS, Box 427. Rockland. Me. 35*42
front lots and heavily wooded
Prettiest lake
Good fishing and hunting. Also
NOTICE ■ On and after this date I will not in Maine
be responsible for any bills contracted In my small farm near Wiley’s Corner Extends from
State
road
to
river. House with shed. Would
name. (Signed) WALTER M CONNON. Rock
make fine summer place at small expense H
land, March 21, 1921.
35*37
A ROBBINS, 24 Tillson Avenue.
33*36

SPECIAL NOTICE Don't throw your old
FOR SALE -All kinds of real estate A spe
clothes away We do all kinds of remodeling,
tailoring, cleaning, pressing and dyeing. Good cial bargain- hoiaa an< 6 acres of land, on
car
line, in city. ROBERT U COLLINS. Real
service and lowest prices
M. TEPPER. 49
32-tf
STEAMBOAT SERVICE Tillson Ave We buy and sell second hand Estate and Insurance. Tcl. 77.
For
clothes.
35*46
FOR SALE- 1000 lh. horse 10 years old,
—BETWEENUnion Central Life Insurance Co. issues sound, good driver and worker, $125; Ford truck,
And at NE¥ LOW PRICES CAMDEN. WEST ISLESBORO AND allThe
kinds of policies. Very low premiums Let perfect mechanically, $250; express wagon, $20;
me insure you now. FORREST W. EATON, harness, good condition, $10; square piano,
BELFAST
good on-.', $40. H. N. GUSH EE, Appleton. Me.
agent, Thorndike Hotel. Rqpkland
35-38
further notice the swift and commodt
32 39
Ihese Shoes arc new ia style ousUntil
steamer Castine will make dally trips be
GET YOUR W000 SAWED while the ma
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
tween Camden, West Islesboro and Belfast.
chine Is down town. Later in the season we
aod the Prices are vety rea Leave
Beautiful loia
Whittemore’s wharf. Camden,
will be busy on the farm. E. L FASSETT & town FOld to (icoigcs ri\cr
tion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
sonable consiacririg the prices
on arrival of Rockland car ........ 8 05 A M SON. Tel. 23-12
34-41
bathing facilities
Inquire MISS EVA K.
Leave West Isleshoro ......................... 9 00 A M
we have been paying.
32*tf
PU8LIC AUTO AND TAXI SERVICE -Call TORREY, Tenant’s Harbor.
Arrive in Belfast ........................... 10 00 A. M
FLYE'S GARAGE. Telephone 511-W 26*38
Returning, leave E. S. 8. Corp...
FOR SALE- In Rockport, two storey house,
wharf, Belfast, for above
ANY PERSONS Who want their wood sawed ham, orchard, hardwood floors, hot water heat,
landings ........................................... 1 36 P. M by gas engine may call me up or write. At bathroom. $2800
AND REMEMBER
Excellent location, flue viewr
1. C. R R your service. HARRY LEHTO, Thomaston Tel. of hay. Would sell furniture. Inquire of EDW.
CONNECTIONS—At Belfast with M.
train to Bangor, and Steamer Golden Rod foi 169-23 R. 1. Box 32A
MERRIAM, Rockport, Me.
32*39
. 33-36
We are Closing Out all cur North
Isleshoro, Castine and West Brooksville
FOR SALE- House with barn, good location,
to Searsport, Stockton Springs and Saml>
NOTICE I have storage space for furniture;
“War Shoes” at greatly re Stage
Point At Camden with electric cars for Rock reasonable price. Inquire at FRANK JOOST’S near car line, 9 rooms and electric lights. Induced prices, and at the prices land and Thomaston.
boat ahop, 737 Main St. Tel. 233-M, Rockland. tulre of FRED BOUILLINNE, 115 Main St.,
information apply to George Dunton, E
Rockland.
32-39
33-36
we are asking they are sur. ty S For
S. Co. Agent, Belfast. Me Phone 24 R. L
FOR SALE—4. H. Flint homestead at 29
LADIES
Reliable
stock
of
hair
goods
at
the
Cook,
Camden,
Me.
Phone
243-3.
W.
W
good trades.
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail or- Franklin street, double lot, 9-room house, slated
Bowden Cafe. Camden, Me, or Camden Lum
lers solicited HELEN C RHODES
18-tf roof, hath, electric lights, cemented cellar, fur
her Company. Camden. Me Phone 130-3.
nace heat, barn, -woodshed, carriage house, hen14-tf
COOMBS BROS. Belfast. Me.
ANYBODY—Wanting to make a lace gradu pen HARRY M FLINT, at Hint’s Market. 2G2
Our RUBBERS wear
ation dress or party lace dress will do well to Main street.
31tf
call ut 38 FRANKLIN STREET.
22-tf
FOR SALE—Farm stock and tools, with re
good and the PRICES
Vinalhaven and Rockland
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and tail milk route. RALPH L. MILLER, Camden,
exar.iine styles If yoii alrea<iv haw a plate Me
28*43
are right.
tiring it in and let us print you cards In lates’
Steamboat Co.
FOR SALE—FARM -150 acre farm, 2 story
size
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
3-tf
house of 12 rooms, good repair, nice cellar,
tverything In Footwear
OENTAL NOTICE—I wish to announce that 175 fruit trees, large barn 30x70, 3 hen houses;
The direct route between
I am now in niy office every day. DR. J H wood foy home use; strawberrv plants
For
ROCKJaAND.
VINALHAVEN.
NORTH
HAVEN
(And Never Undersold)
DAMON. Dentist Telephone 593-R
10-tf
terms apply to KNOX REAL ESTATE CO, 299
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT AND
NOTICE—R B Fillmore is autnonzed to rep Main St. Tel. 276-M. Office hours, 9-12, 1-5,
SWAN’S ISLAND
28-tf
resent The Courier-Gazette In Knox county and 6-9.
o rcc«*ii)t for money paid on new and old sub
FOR SALE House and barn
Inquire of
Steamer leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. m.
tcrlollnnn
10Q tf
MISS MINNIE DRINKWATER, 15 Jefferson St.
for Vinalhaven. North Havea, Stoninaton
27-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON-Every issue of The
and Swan's Island.
237 Main St., Rocklar.d, Maine
Courier-Gazette is on sale by the Old South
FOR SALE—House, stable and five acres of
News Co.. Washington St , opposite foot of field situated in Warren. Inquire of K F
Returning, leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 a.
School
Call around and get a copy of the WIGHT. Warren. Me
27-tf
m. for Stonington, North Haven. Vinal
natier with the home news.
23-tf
MASSACHUSETTS BONDING & INSURANCE
haven and Rockland.
FOR SALE—Hand picked apples, by bushel
COMPANY
or barrel Call DR DAMON'S OFFICE. 26-tf
S. WHITE. Gen. Mgr.
Boston. Mass.
Eggs and Chicks
Assets Dec. 31. 1920
FOR SALE—New and second hand furniture
Real Estate .......................................$ 373.000 00
FOR SALE -Thoroughbred R'ise Combed R at B L. RYDER’S, Pleasant St., Rockport. 19-tf
Mortgage Loans .............................
I. White Cockerel, hatched June 15. 1919;
FOR SALE—The Isaac Jameson homestead,
Stocks and Bonds .......................
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
weight 8 lbs. $3. J. N. FARNHAM, 32 Cedar opposite Oakland Park car station. Tlie farm
Cush in Office and Bank ..............
Trains Leave Rockland for
Street.
36* It
contains about 38 acres Splendid pasture and
Agents’ Balances .........................
Eastern Standard Time
quantities of berries
Wood for home use
Bills Receivable ........ ...............
HATCHING EGGS From two year old S (
of 40 trees, mostly all winter fruit.
Interest, and Rents ........................
Augusta. A J7 00a. m. 17.30a. tn.. 11.10 p. m.
W. Leghorns that In their pullet year showed Orchard
GEORGE K JAMESON for terras. Just
All other Assets ...........................
Bangor Af7.00a. m . 17.30a. m , tl.lOp. tn.
a net profit of $7 64 each. A H. NEWBERT, See
across the road, or write Rockland. R F D.
Bath. A57.OOa.tn.. t7.3Ca.ni., tl.lOp.m., A54.3C 92 North Main Street Tel. 27-3
33*36
122 G.
19-tf
Gross Assets .............
... $7,193,129 78 p tn., t4.o5 p. m
Deduct Items not admitted
PLYMOUTH ROCK and R. I. RED EGGS For
.... 461,346 54
Boston A57.00a m.. 17.30a.m.. $1.10p. tn.
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
Brunswick 57.00 a. m.. 17.30 a. tn.. tl-10 p. m.; hatching; also pure blue Barred P. R cockerels 25 acres and 6 acres of young growih ; plenty
Admitted Assets .........
for mating.
Inquire of G. H BLETHEN. or of wood
. . . .$6,731,783 24 11.35 p. m
Splendid situation for a summer
1920
Liabilities Dec
MR RAWSON. 50 Holmes St.
28*39
Lewiston, A57.00 a m.. t7.30a. m., 11.10 p. tn.
home Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO BelNet Unpaid Losses .............
. ...$1 463,597 89
New York, 14.35 p. tn.
faM
M
7*tf
EGGS
For
hatching
from
a
nico
la.\
ing
strain
Unearned Premiums ........
. ... 2,713,930 93
Portland.A57.00a. m.. 17.30a. m., 11 10 p. tn.;
of R I, Reds, $1.00 per setting
Telephone
All other Liabilities .........
499.459 21 14.35 p m.
FOR SALE—Two 25 h. p. gasoline engines
579-W.
W
T
DUNCAN
30*38
Cash Capital
1,500,000 00
Waterville. A |7 00 a. in.. 17.30 a. ai., 11.10 p. m,
These engines, one of them In good shat*, hut
Surplus over all Liabilities ...... 554,795 21
Woolwich. |7.00 a ra„ t7.30 a. tn. 11.10 p.m.;
FOR SALE—R. I. Red Baby Chicks. 18th of both in good running order. Will sell either
44.30? m., 14.35 p tn.
March and later, at C. E. WARD’S. South one of them at a trade Can he seen at my
Total Liabilities and Surplus ... .$6,731,783 24 1 Daily .exceptSunday.
mill The reason of sale is that I am going
27-39
#
jSunday only. Thomaaton
Macomber, Farr & Whitten, Gen, Agts, Surety A Passengers provide own (erriage between Wool.
to use electric motors for grinding
L N.
Department for Maine
LITTLEHALE.
4-tf
With and Bath.
A. L. Parent, Agency Director Accident &
FOR SALE—Delicious sweet cider, fresh every
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS,
FOR SALE-Western horses; also some good
Health Department for Maine.
day from choice apples
Delivered anvwhere
•■20-20 V.P & Gen'l Mgr. Gen l Passenger Agt. Drop me a card
George Roberts & Co , Agts, Rockland
JAMES H BIMONTOK acclimated horses McKINLEY & CARLETON’S
1S.VLE STABLE, Washington St., Camden 24*39
C. S. Gardner, A^ts, Rockport.
Rockland, B. f. D.
120-tf

gr
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EASTER

Boston Shoe Store

__ W.

THOMASTON
Mrs. Fred Swift entertained friends
Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Ruby Peabody has charge of
the Easter decorations at the M. E.
church next Sunday morning. She will I
be glad to get flowering plants from ■
any who have them. As the 4th Co., j
C. A. C„ will enter in formation it Is !
desired that the general public will'
come to the morning service five min
utes earlier than usual.
Homer Hudson of Worcester was the
guest of Mrs Amos Dow Wednesday.
Mrs. Rodney Feyler of Owl's Head
and Miss Kitty Jameson of Friendship
are guests of Mrs. Charles Starrctt.
On Tuesday Rev. A. E. Hoyt was
appointed auditor of the Preachers’
Aid Society of the East Maine Con
ference, an organization having $35,000
invested funds.
Elmer Crockett is spending the week
in Boston.
The regular meeting of the Relief
Corps was held Monday evening, 16
sitting down to the excellent supper
which was in charge of Mrs. Annie
Dow. Next Monday a public dinner
v-ill be served from 11 to 1 o’clock in
G. A. R. hall for the benefit of the
voters at town meeting. The regular
meeting will be held in the evening,
Mrs. Georgia Robinson and Mrs. An
nie Dow serving on the Good and
elfare committee.
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Elliot have re
turned from a few days visit in Bos
ton.
Miss Sadie Oliver is home from
Bucksport Seminary to spend the
Easter recess.
Mrs. Clarence Miller and grandson 1
Ira Oliver of Friendship are visiting
Mrs. Clayton Oliver.
J. B. Pearson of Boston was in town ■
Wednesday.
Miss Grace Lowe, wlfo has been vis
iting Mrs. James Fales the past two
weeks, returned to her home in Rox
bury Wednesday.
Saturday evening friends of Mrs.
William Bickmore gave her a house
warming party and presented her with
a picture. Sandwiches, cake, coffee ■
and fruit were served.
A fine supper was served Tuesday
evening at the Men's League meeting
in the Baptist vestry, the housekeepers
in charge being Mrs. John Brown.
Mrs. Alpheus Jones, Mrs. Clarence
Robinson and Mrs. Walter Currier.
Rev. C. A. Seliger of Vinalhaven was
the speaker of the evening.
Pastor of the First Church, Bangor,
Rev. A. E. Morris and Rev. J. H. Gray.
Superintendent of the Eastern District
of East Maine Conference, were call
ers in town Tuesday.
Wednesday afternoon Pauline Mc
Lain entertained several little friends
at a birthday party, the time being
pleasantly spenf with games and ice
cream and a birthday cake were
served. Miss Pauline received some
pretty gifts.
Beta Alpha held its regular meeting
with Mrs. A. J. Lineken Monday
evening, 19 being present. A commit
tee was appointed to decorate the
church on Easter Sunday and it was
voted to give the Public Library a
sum of money for the purchase of new
books. Quite a bit of sewing was ac
complished for community work and
a Welsh rabbit was served.
Oscar Gould returned to Whitins
ville Wednesday.
At the regular meeting of Grace
Chapter O. E. S. Wednesday evening
picnic supper was served. At the next
meeting, April 13, Seaside Chapter of
Camden will be invited to attend and
supper will be served by the following
committee: Mrs. T. W. Pease, (chair
man,) Mrs. John Mitchell, Mrs. Walter
Simmons, Mrs. F. H. Reed, Mrs, Eben
Feyler, Mrs. Atwood Pryor, Mrs. E. G.
Weston and Mrs. Maloney.

THOMASTON TOWNMEETING
Thomaston voters are going to make
a day of it next Monday. The war
rant for the annual town meeting con
tains 69 articles, or eight more than
last year. “Mr. Moderator’’ will have
no sinecure.

CRIEHAVEN TOWN MEETING
The town meeting at Criehaven
plantation, chose these officers: W.
T. Barter, moderator; E. F. Simpson,
<Terk; F. Simpson, P. C. Mitchell and
L. H. Wilson, assessors; A. L. Simp
son, treasurer; R. H. Wilson, tax
collector; S. Tupper, constable and
truant officer; Ellen Mitchell, school
committee for three years; W. T.
Barter, P. C. Mitchell and F. Simpson,
surveyors of lumber, wood and bark.
The appropriations were: Support of
schools, $400; repairs on schoolhouse.
$15; books, $15; Free High School
$25; Superintendent of schools, $50.
The officers salaries were lixed at:
Clerk, $10, First Assessor, $10. Sec
ond Assessor. $5, Third Assessor, $3,
treasurer, $10, Tax Collector. $10
OLD TOWN DEMOCRATIC
The Democrats carried Old Town
Monday, electing Charles W. Stephens,
a former incumbent, mayor, the vote
being 1205 for Stephens and 875 for
Samuel B. Gray. Republican.
The
board of aldermen will stand six
Democrats to four Republicans, a com
plete reversal from last year, when
the Republicans controlled the board.
The vote this year was about 900 more
than in 1920, most of the new voters
being women and the majority of them
voting the Democratic ticket, influ
enced by purely local considerations.

UNION THEATRE
THOMASTON

MOTION PICTURES
FRIDAY EV’NG, MARCH 25
Olive Thomas in
"EVERYBODY’S SWEETHEART’’
Third Episode of “The Whirlwind”
Select News

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.
Thomaston
Wo Have added to our stock a line
of READY TO WEAR HATS for
ladies, misses and children. Watch
our window display.
Also a line of Silks, including
Messalines, Taffetas, Foulards and
White Habutai.
Voiles—Some very attractive pat
terns in dress lengths. Only one of
a kind.

Edison Diamond Disc Phonograph
Agency. Records on sale.

PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
Have the kiddies photographed
today, They soon grow out of
mother's arms, but photographs of
the children' never grow up.
Taken day or evening by appoint
ment.
PHONE 33-11

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKPORT

EASTER SPECIALS
HOSIERY DEPARTMENT

WAIST DEPARTMENT

I 44 Voile Waists, newest models, just
$1.50 Silk Hose, half fashioned, full
received, white, flesh, pongee, embroid lisle tops, grey, black, white, sand and
ered and lace trimmed, including over
brown.
blouse.
EASTER SPECIAL $2.29 EASTER SPECIAL PAIR ygc
New Georgette Crepes, Wash Satins
We have a fine new line of Lisle and
and Crepe de Chines, just received, in all
Silk
Hose in all colors for men, women
the new spring shades. Look them over
and children.
before buying elsewhere.

GLOVE

DEPARTMENT

$1.25 Chamoisette Gloves, summer weight, two clasp; also a few Gauntlets,
black, white, pongee, brown and greys. EAS TER SPECIAL, PAIR 0
Q

New line of French Kid Gloves in all colors and New Silk Gloves to match any
color dress, just received.

NECKWEAR DEPARTMENT

PETTICOAT DEPARTMENT

New Vestees, ruffle lace and embroid
Heatherbloom Petticoats, $4.00 value,
ered effects, white, cream and rust. Made all silk ruffles, in plain or changeable silks.
Purple, black, navy, green, Alice blue and
to sell for $ 1.25 and $ 1.50.
EASTER SPECIAL,
ggc light shades.

EASTER SPECIAL,

$9

25

New Lace Collars, also fine embroidered
We have a complete Jine in all color
Organdies, Cuff and Collar sets in all new
styles. Chemisettes in all new varieties. silks, jerseys and satins as well as sateens
Prices range from 50c to $5.00.
and heatherblooms.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Capt. Lincoln Cooper is at home
from New York.
11 Z. L. Brown left Wednesday for
Livermore Falls where he has em
ployment.
Mrs. Lucy Beal is confined to ber
home by illness.
*
Miss Eleanor L. Griffith of Rock
land is the guest of Mrs. Sarah M
Rust this week.
Miss Ruth Priest, Miss Cora Whit
ney and Miss Ruth Upham who at
tend Miss Bohndell’s school have not
misses a day for two terms which is
a splendid record.
Mrs. Fred J. Parsons is spending a
few days in Boston and vicinity.
The dinner and supper which were
served Town meeting day at the G.
A. R. hall by the members of the W.
R Corps netted $35.55.
, Miss Marie McFarland and Miss
Marian Carver who have been con. lined to their home with the measles
■ are able to be out again.
1 Th^ members of the Senior class R.
H. S. served dinner and supper at the
Y. M. C A. rooms Monday' to a large
number. Proceeds amounted to about
$33.
Miss Eva Grotton has returned
■ from Hope where she has been spendH ing a few days with friends.
F'
Miss Gwendolyn Morrill has returnH ed from the Knox General Hospital,
jg Rockland and is rapidly recovering,
p
Levi Conarj of Deer Isle was the
recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Eben C.
Crockett.
j|
News has been received of the
J death of Mrs. Berthena E. Berry
g, which occurred Tuesday
morning,
jg March 22 in Dorchester, Mass., after
J? : an illness of aVbut three weeks. Mrs.
gj i Berry was 38 years of age and was
H j born in Rockport, the daughter of the
jg late Alex. Tilden and Mrs. Sarah
H; (Tilden> Prince Her younger days
, were spent in her native town where
M, she greatly endeared herself to a
j large circle of friends who were sad_ dened to learn of her decease. She is
jj ! sur\ ived by a daughter, Lorena, thir|| I teen years of age and her mother,
| Mrs Sarah Prince of Rockport, who
U| was with her at the time of her death.
At this writing funeral arrangements
had not been made.

ROCKPORT’S JURY BOX
HI j Contains the Names of Several Women
—First in the County, Maybe.

about 10 p. ni. were held up and
robbed.
The next night being Thursday they
Officers of Saxon Had To De went ashore again and when return
ing at 10 p. m. went to a dock, or
pend Upon German Consul. rather to the beach abreast the ship
to get the boat that they had come
Says Lester Ingerson.
ashore in. As they were about to get
in the boat some one spoke to them.
Tampico, Mexico, March*14.
A whistle sounded and they were at
tacked by five men. Four shots were
On board S. S. Saxon
To the Rockland People, Through i fired.
I was in my room and went on deck
The Courier-Gazette: —
I to see what the matter was. As I
The following will let you know • stepped on deck three more shots were
what the American Consul is doing for ' fired and J saw them with my own
• eyes. Th/ call for help came. The
the Americans in this port.
While the S. S. Saxon was lying captain heard it and said to me, “It
at anchor in Tampico the captain sounds like the chief officer’s voice.”
granted the crew shore leave and also Then the voice was heard again, get
issued them some of the money they ting closer to the ship. The captain
said: “Can you run that wireless, if
had coming to them.
We arrived here Sunday and the so send a message to the police and
captain advanced money on Monday. tell them that some of my crew are
We were lying at quarantine and ashore, that there has been firing on
some of the crew went ashore from • the beach, and that I think some of
there. Then the ship shifted to a new ; my men are hurt and need*assistance.”
berth a little above the town. The ' I started for the wireless room and as
first night some of the crew from the I sat down to send the message I hap
engine room and steward’s depart pened to remember that our wireless
ment went ashore and when returning had been taken down as soon as they

hoisted the booms and that I could not
use it. I reported to the captain. He
told me to get one of those distress
signal lights and send a blinker mes
sage to the S S. Harvester, a ship be
longing to the Texas Oil Co. The sig
nal would not light so I started to
blink away with the flashlight. Mean
time the second call for help came
and the captain called through his
cupped hands and asked who it was.
The answer came back “Willie Roper."
Then the man shouted: “Oh My God!
Save me. I am shot.” Again I tried to
get the Harveste. with the flash
light.
Someone on deck saw my light and
asked what I wanted, as he could not
read the Morse code.
The captain
got the megaphone and told him what
he wanted.
About that time the chief, the sec
ond mate and wireless operator came
down to the samcrplace and halloed for
a boat nearby. The captain told him
to get back to town again as soon as
possible, as some of the crew had been
shot there. So they returned to town
and came out in a boat from the cus
tom house dock.
Th captain told the chief officer
what had happened and asked him to
get someone to go ashore and see if
anyone was lying on the beach dead.
After what seemed an hour they reI turned with the police and custom
I officials. They went ashore and fi
nally found a coal passer who was in
CASH GROCERY
the party hidden behind a boat, half
scared to death. ite told them that
41
they had been attacked by five men
and that it was so dark that he could
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Filled
not see them and would not know them
if he met them again.
They were all night making in
quiries about the shooting but no one
knew anything about it so the boys
on the ship were all hoping that noth
Best All Round Flour, Cream of Wheat brand, per bag $1.45 ing had happened to the other three.
During the day the captain went to
1 I pounds of Fine Granulated Sugar.................................. $1.00 the American Consul and reported to
2 pounds Bulk Cocoa................................................................. 25c him that three of the crew were
missing and he thought that they had
Fresh Ground Coffee, pound..........20c; 5 pounds........... 90c been shot. He asked the consul for
Three Crow Cream Tartar, package . . .12c; pound . . .45c advice on the subject and the consul
replied that he had nothing to do with
Arm and Hammer Soda, 1 pound package 8c; 4 packages 25c it.
Saturday morning at 9.30 the first
California Oranges, good size, dozen.................................... 35c body came to surface and was taken
to the hospital where they take all
Grape Fruit, extra large, each............ 18c; 3 for............. 50c those cases. On the same day at 11.35
Grape Fruit, medium size, each............ 10c; 3 for.............. 25c a. m. the second body came to surface
and was also taken away by the offi
Fancy Eating Apples, ea. 5c; 12 for 55c
Pop Corn, pkg. 7c cials.
The captain again went to the con
Lemons, each . . . .3c; dozen . . . .30c
4 pkgs. for . . . 25c sul and asked him for advice as two
Bananas, pound.................................. 15c
of the bodies had been found and iden
tified as mess boy Earnest Small and
Raspberries, per can .................................................................... 30c S. Brown fireman. The consul refused
give him any assistance on the sub
California Lemon Cling Peaches, can.................................... 25c to
ject. The man who is in the office of
California Apricots, can.............. 25c; 12 cans . . ........... $2.75 our agents is the German Consul and
lie was and still is assfsting the cap
(These fruits are packed in syrup, all sweetened)
tain in this matter.
The*Americans in a foreign port can
Telephone or Sugar Peas, can............ 15c; 2 cans .
. 25c get more assistance from a foreign
Green Corn, packed in Maine, can , . 10c ; I 2 cans
$1.00 consul than he can from Jils own rep
resentative. It Is hard to fall back to
Tomatoes, large can, each.............. 15c; 2 cans . .
. 25c a country that you have been at war
Pumpkin, can.......................... 10c; 3 cans................
. 25c with, for assistance which your own
consul should give.
Squash, can............................. 15c; 2 cans..................
25c There are a lots of others who are
going to make the same reports to
Evaporated Milk, can . . .15c; 2 cans . . .25c; case . . .$5.90 people higher up.
Thanking you for giving your space
to this subjet, I am as ever a loyal na
Fresh Eggs, doz.................. 40c New Prunes, 2 lbs................25c tive of Rockland. Maine.
Lester D. Ingerson.
Ham to fry or boil, lb. . . 40c Blue Ribbon Peaches, pkg 20c 3rd Officer S. S. Saxon, Charleston,
Smoked Shoulder, lb. . . .18c Evaporated Apples, lb. . . 15c S. C.. care Clinchfleld Navigation Co.
P. S.—The captain’s address is Capt.
E. McFarland, care Clinchfleld Nav
Pure Lard, lb....................... 16c No. 1 Salt Mackerel, lb. . .15c M.
igation Co.. Charleston, S. C„ S. S.
Compound, lb..................... 12c 1 5 lbs. Onions....................25c Saxon.

FRANK O. HASKELL
TELEPHONE 316

Cash Prices for Friday, Saturd ay and Monday

Bacon, lb............................... 25c Lenox or Swift's Pride Soap,
Salt Pork, lb......................... 20c
5 bars 25c; 21 bars $1.00
Full Cream Cheese, lb. . .35c Water Glass, egg preserver,
Neufchatel Cheese, each, 10c
can .................................... 30c
Nut Butterine, lb................ 28c 5 boxes Matches................. 25c
Campbell’s Soups, can . . . 12c Jones Crackers, lb.................. 18c
3 lbs.................................... 50c
Seeded or. Seedless Raisins,
package.......................... 25c New Walnuts, lb.............. 25c
3 lbs................................ $1.00
New Dates, lb. .
20c

CUT PRICES ON ALL GOODS SALE DAYS
AT HASKELL’S

SALE

One large Band Saw.
One Swing Saw, latest improved pattern, practically
new, with or without motors.
•>

One Large Safe.
A lot of Oregon Spars, and Shipbuilders’ Tools.
$

Will be sold at a sacrifice if taken at once.

FRANCIS COBB SHIPBUILDING CO.
Inquire of B. C. Perry, Jr.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

■

SHOT BY MEXICANS

OCEAN STREET

FOR

VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lenfest. who
have been spending the winter In
Boston and New York, returned home
last week. They were accompanied
by Audrey and Janice Pillsbury of
Thomaston.

At Rockport {own meeting Monday
it was voted to accept the following
persons to serve as jurors:
John H. Andrews, Guy Annis, Wil
liam A. Biake. John W. Buzzell, Her
bert N. Brazier. Herbert C. Butler.
Charles A. Cavanaugh, Erastus J.
Carter, Rena T. Carroll, Irvin Cain,
Percy E. Fiske. Elizabeth E. Gregory,
John I’. Heal, Addie L. Jenkins. Leslie
Lamson, Burton Lowell, Charles J.
Mathews, William Murphy. Ed. C.
Merriam, Chester Melvin, Sue B. Orbeton, Lcumun W. Oxton. Herbert M.
Poland, F. Winfield Robbins, Frank L.
Seavey. Percy L. Small, Manneseth W.
Spear. La Forest Smith, Charles E.
Rhodes. Charles L. Veazle, Mabel
Withee, Arthur K. Walker.
Rockport is believed to be the first
town in Knox county to select women
for jury service.

TENANT’S HARBOR

ROCKLAND, MAINE
With Branches at Vinalhaven, Warren and Union, Me.

Over Seven Thousand People Bank With Us
This Bank cordially invites your business

INTEREST ON

4per cent SAVINGS DEPOSITS 4 percent
LOWEST PRE-WAR

PRICES

The Store Where You Save Money
A full line of Extra Heavy Western | Hatchet Brand Raspberries, the best,
can ........................................................ 35c
Meat at the same low prices as ad
vertised last week. Everything else; 3 cans ................................................ $1.00
Hatchet Brand Loganberries, can....35c
advertised remains at the same low i
3 cans ................................................ $U00
prices. Will only mention below a few
California Apricots, can ......................30c
articles which have slightly changed
Hatchet Brand Apricots, can ........... 35c
in price.
3 cans .................................................. $1.00
Swift’s Premium Ham, whole or half i
Gold Bar Spinach, can ......................23c
ham, lb.................................................... 32c i
Swift’s Regular Ham, whole or half I We have 100 barrels Blue Ribbon
Ham, lb.................................................... 28c|
and Peerless Flour coming. Give
Smoked Shoulders, lb............................. 17c
your order now and pay. Will sell
Boston Bacon in strips of 1 to 2
it per barrel in 8 paper bags, $11.75
lbs. per lb.........................................
23c
In 2 cotton bags, 98 lbs. each $11.50
Fresh Pork Shoulders, lb.......................18c
Free delivery in city limit in about
Western Fresh Pork Roast, lb.......... 23c
ten days
Western Fresh Pork Chops, lb.......... 25c
(This is the best all round Flour
Swift's Best Compound, lb..................12c
and a good low price)
In 35 lb. tubs, lb..................................11c
We have William Tell Flour at $1.50
In 8 lb. tin pails, per pail ............$1.05
Swift's Best Pure Lard, lb................. 16c per bag. Flavo Flour at $1.60 per bag.
In 35 lb. tubs, lb..................................16c
In 10 lb. pails, per pail ............. ..$1.65
AND
In 5 lb. pails, per pail /..................... 85c
Elkhorn Craft Cheese, tin ................. 15c
CARRY
Strictly Fresh Country Eggs, doz..... 38c
We have plenty of Ground Bone (just
MARKET
now) for your hens, 6 lbs.............. 25c
Main and Willow Streets
Can of Raspberries in good syrup,
can ........................................................ 25c Telephone 105-M :::::: ROCKLAND

Mrs. Winnie Taylor and Mrs. Emma
Hooper have gone to Portland to visit
Mrs. Hooper’s son Norman.
A. K. Meservey and Joseph Hooper
are working at Elmore on the Philip
Smith cottages,
Mrs. Nellie Cook of Elmore who has
been ill all winter has lately called on
friends at the Harbor.
CAMDEN
Miss Laura Larrabee who has been
ill is improving.
Arthur Walwyn Evans, distinguish
Bluebirds, sparrows, robin—spring is
ed Welsh orator, will be at the opera
here.
house this Thursday evening, this
being one of the entertainments of the
Lyceum course.
There will be an- Easter Sale of can
dies at Carleton, Pascdl Co.’s store
Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock, un
der the auspices of Maiden Cliff Re
bekah Bodge, for the benefit of the
home fund.
Mrs. L. K. Blackington and son
Richard Nelson are guests of lier sis
ter, Mrs. Gleason Mann, in Waterville.
Mrs. C. F. Haney is ill at her home
on Pearl street.
The district deputy grand master
will make his official visit with Amity
Lodge Friday evening ‘when supper
will be served at 6.30.
SWIFT’S PREMIUM HAM, whole
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
or half, lb.........................................34c
Joseph Wheeler extend sympathy to
The National Easter dish
them in the death of their infant
daughter.
FRESH NATIVE EGGS, doz...... 40c
One of the most enjoyable events of
Cheaper than meat.
the season occurred on St. Patrick’s
evening, when 50 of the younger set
A nice lot of FANCY NATIVE
assembled at the home of Mrs. B. J.
FOWL, at the low price of, lb. 40c
Knight Xvhere two hayracks were
waiting to convey them to the attrac
HOME MADE SAUSAGE, lb...... 35c
tive Nash farm at Melvin Heights.
Have another lot before the sea
A four-piece orchestra accompanied
son is over.
the merry folks and the event of the
evening was the big barn dance. The
WAN ETA BULK COCOA, 2 lbs. 25c
barn was prettily decorated with
Very good value.
green. After a few hours of dancing

Carrs

CASH

“WILLIAM BOOTH” ASHORE
The schooner William Booth which
went ashore on Great Ledge, near
Wood’s Hole, Mass., in a fog Monday
will have to be partially emptied of
her cargo of coal before she can be
floated. A lighter was ordered from
New York to do the work. The
schooner was fast on the rocky ledge
today but although a northeast wind
kicked up a choppy sea, Capt. E. T.
Greenleaf said she has sustained no
serious damage as yet. The William
Booth was bound from New York to
Vinalhaven. Maine.
Wfl
SATURDAY*

SPECIALS

EASTER SALE

GOOD BULK RICE, lb.................. 10e
Why pay 15c in packages?

CAL. PEA BEANS,quart .............. 15c
Peck ........................................... $1.00

FANCY MAINECORN,2 cans 25c
Dozen cans ................................ $1.40
Have a dozen on hand for
emergency.
LUNCHEON
HADDIE,
dozen
cans ............................................. $1.50
Buy a dozen as this low price
. cannot last.
COMPOUND LARD, in 35 lb.
tuba, lb............................................. 12c
Lowest price’ll years.

PURE LARD in 20 and 65 lb. tubs
lb.............................................«........16«/2c
A good trade at this price.
COD GEMS, 2 lbs. for .................25c
This is a fresh lot, all cod fish
that cooks white and tender.

KRAFT CHEESE in 7 lb. tin cans
Per can ....................................... $2.25
Or we cut them for per lb...... 40c
SWIFT’S PRIDE SOAP, 20 large
bars for ......................................... 98c

SOUTH THOMASTON

Jameson & Beverage

News was received here yesterday
of the d<=ath of Mrs. Irene H Brad
bury which took place in Milford.
Mass., Tuesday. The* deceased was a
former resident of this town. Funer
al services will be held in Milford
this afternoon.

TEL. 17 or 18

Crockett Building

the guests adjourned to the house
which was decorated for the occasion.
When the roll was called at midnight,
everyone responded promptly for oys
ter stew, crackers, pickles, cake and
coffee. The jolly crowd piled into the
racks at 2 o’clock, and in spite of hail
and snow, voted it a most wonderful
time and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Nash a
very hospitable couple.

CAPT. HALL ARRIVES
Capt. John O. Hall of Portland,
formerly of this city, who command
ed the four masted schooner Horace
E. Munroe which collided Feb. 15 with
the British steamer Palma, arrived in
Boston Friday on the Cunard steam
ship Pannonia from Trieste and Gib
raltar.
The schooner’s crew were taken off
by the* steamer and landed at Gibral
tar. The crew were sent home by the
American consul at Gibraltar, arriv
ing at New York about 10 days ago,
the captain having remained to finish
up his business taking a later boat.
The captain arrived home on Satur
day, well pleased to get back again
after a very rough experience his last
voyage which culminated m the loss
of his ship having been one of the
worst in his experience. It had been
a succession of gales one after the
other, the trouble beginning three
days after leaving Norfolk on Nov. 26
for Lisbon, when the second mate was
swept overboard in a heavy gale.
The Munro** was sighted adiift sev
eral days after being abandoned and
a war vessel was sent out from Gib
raltar to blow her up as she was a
very dangerous obstruction to navi
gation.

EASTER CANDY-CHOCOLATES
Prices Lower-Assortment DeLuxe
BOXES. BULK. ATTRACTIVE & TASTY
BUY OUR 59c BOX SPECIAL
Delicious Michigan Pea
f?c
BEANS..................... per lb.,
°
Fancy Grade Whole-head
Oc
RICE.......................per lb.,
°
Rich—Nutritious Bulk
I c
COCOA...................per lb.,
1
Fresh-Mellowed Flavoring
EXTR ACTS(Vanilla-Lemon) 2 oz.
Very Satisfactory “Oico”
Per I Ac
BAKING POWDER, lb. tin ■

THE BENEFIT STORES BENEFIT YOU
SPECIALISTS IN TEAS AND COFFEES

Teas
“Tastes
25c

“DICO"
BLEND

Ceylon - Mixed • Oolong

Right!”

a

Per Pound

DICO
BLEND
A Real Blend That Suits—
Others Get 40c For This
BUY A BAG OF OUR FRESHLY
ROASTED PEANUTS, 2 qts. 20c

COFFEE

The mar gar i he-'Supe r f i ne.

Churned
from the
Best

29c lb.

Sold
to the
Best

ecl Importing Co.

E

“BENEFIT STORE”

s-

Main St., Rockland, Me.
EVERYTHING GUARANTEED!
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Every-Other-Day .

Io Social Circles
In addl'.lun to personal notes recording dePnrnires and arrivals, this department especial
ly desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will oe gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................................... 770

Mrs. E. B. Burr,
spending the winter
ter, Mrs. Victor
street, has returned
Brewer.

who has been
with her daugh
Atwood, Middle
to her home in

Mrs. I. Newton Morgan of South
Thomaston was operated on at Knox
Hospital Monday. She is reported as
doing nicely this morning.
The Miriam Rebekah Sewing Circle
will meet with Mrs. Seavey, 30 James
street. Thursday evening.
John Jay Perry, formerly deputy
collector of Internal revenue, has gone
to East Corinth to join his wife in a
visit to her old home.

Mrs W. D. Hall and daughter Mar
garet Elizabeth, and son Charles ar
rived Tuesday. Mr. Hall is coming
Friday for a fortnight’s visit with
Capt. Charles E. Hall's family.

OUR TENTH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
Mi

.

jV;

Miss Marion Greenlaw and Miss
Doris Smith are spending part of their
vacation with their aunt, Mrs. Frank
Orbeton. South Thomaston.

1

r

(wlE feel it will be one of the biggest merchandising events in our history.
|gg§g|

The two celebrities to be considered
at the March 28 meeting of the
Woman’s Educational Club will be
Judge Ben Lindsey and William R.
George. Only persons still living and
now more or less "in the limelight,”
for reasons favorable or unfavorable
according to differing opinions, are In
cluded in (his phase of the club’s
study. The word assigned is “Parti
sanship.” What is your position re
garding partisanship in local politics?
Various members to whom various
Maine laws had been assigned for
brief reports are expected to summar
ize these.

First, because
it starts the day before Easter, second, it comes about housecleaning time of year

when there is a high demand for merchandise and third, because prices have so
stableized in our lines that confidence has been restored in every case where advances have
been made on such merchandise as pequot and lonsdale cottons the advances have been
sustained and prices have remained firm for over two months.

Our Anniversary Celebration opens Saturday, March 26

Capt. Israel Snow returned Tuesday
night from a business trip to Boston
and New York.

and Continues until Thursday, March 31st

D. A. Morrison of Hartford, Conn.,
is in the city, the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Roberts, 10 Granite street.
Mr. Morrison is Interested in the
Buick improved Carburetor, made by
the J. A. Haines Co., of New York.

Five-days of the most wonderful bargain giving in our history.

Remember the dates—Saturday, March
26th, Monday, March 28th, Tuesday, March 29th, Wednesday, March 30th, Thursday, March 31st.
No sale goods exchanged or money refunded. Sale opens at 8.30 sharp Saturday, March 26th.
Sale

Miss Celia Rosenbloom is home
from Simmons College for the Easter
vacation.

An auction party for-, ladies was
the midweek feature at the Country
Club yesterday. Mrs. Leola Wiggin
was in charge. The prizes, a glass
bouquet holder, and a Colonial bou
quet were won by Mrs. A. B. Crock
ett and .Mrs. Jennie Bird, respectively.
Miss Hazel Williams who has been
confined to her home by illness, is
able to be out again.

Mrs. D. N. Mortland is in the Pres
byterian Hospital, New York City,
convalescing from a recent surgical
operation.
Members of the Tippecanoe Club
were very pleasantly entertained Wed
nesday afternoon at the home of Mrs
Lewis Small.
Mrs. Ernest Monroe
was admitted to membership. V very
delicious lunch
was served.
The
next meeting will be'with Mrs. Lang
try Smith, Masonic street, March 3U.
All members of the Woman’s Aux
iliary to Winslow-Holbrook Post are
invited to the sewing circle Friday
afternoon in the Post rooms.

The Easter sale and supper yester
day afternoon and evening at the
Vniveraalist. church was a decided
success in every way, and much cred
it is due the workers who had charge.
The sale netted $76 and the supper
$91). The supper was in full charge
of the young women of the society
who received much praise for the
quality and quantity of food and for
the splendid service
Mrs. Florence
Thurston was chairman, and was as
sisted by a group of waiters that
the patrons might well have supposeil
had been selected for personal at
tractiveness. They were- Mrs. Helen
Lamb .Mrs. Florence Lamb, Mrs.
Beulah Tirrell, Mrs. Lucia Miles, Mrs.
Helen Jackson, Mrs. Ruth Thomas.
Mrs. Hazel Black, Mrs. Mildred Nor
cross, Mrs. Madeline Rhodes, Mrs.
Leola Wiggin, Miss Marion McLoon.
GARDNER’S FITNESS

From Washington comes the story
that Obadiah Gardner of Rockland
will be restored to the international
Boundaries Commission, from which
he was eliminated during the final
days of President Wilson's adminis
tration. According to the interview
in the Times last night Mr. Gardner
attributes his reinstatement to repub
lican influences in .Washington. It is
not at all likely that Mr. Gardner
would be returned to the commission
by President Harding if he did not
believe that he was particularly fitted
for the place, on account of the ex
perience that he had gained on that
commission.—Bath Times.

Telephone that item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see it.

goods will be on display one day in advance, Friday, March 25th.
RUG DEPARTMENT

COATS

KNIT UNDERWEAR

Axminster Rugs, 9x12, $75.00. Anniversary
$59.00
Axminster Rugs, 9x12, $65.00. Anniversary
$55.00
Axminster Rugs, 9x12, $57.00. Anniversary........ $49.00
Axminster Rugs, 9x12, $45.00. Anniversary...... $39.00
Axminster Rugs, 8-3x10-6, $65.00. Anniversary $55.00
Axminster Rugs, 8-3x10-6, $69.00. Anniversary $55.00
Axminster Rugs, 36x72, $15.00. Anniversary
$10.95
Axminster Rugs, 27x60, $9.00. Anniversary ........$6.95
Axminster Rugs, 27x54, $7.50. Anniversary
$5.39
Silk Rag Rugs, $2.75. Anniversary ................
$1.89
All Felt Base Floor Covering, 85c. Anniversary 69c
Border Linoleum, 75c. Anniversary ..........................65c
Congoleum Rugs, 9x12, $19.00. Anniversary
$14.95
Congoleum Rugs, 9x10-6, $16.60. Anniversary $13.49
Congoleum Rugs, 6x9, $9.75. Anniversary .......... $7.75
Congoleum Rugs, 36x72, $3.20. Anniversary ...... $2.50
Congoleum Rugs, 36x54, $2.50. Anniversary
$2.00

Spring Coats and Wraps for day and evening wear
of every description in the very latest models and
newest materials.
Spring Wraps, $115.00. Anniversary ................... $99.00
Spring Wraps, $85.00, $87.50, $89.00. Anniversary $79
Spring Wraps, $75.00, $77.50, $79.00. Anniversary $69
A large assortment of the newest spring models
in Coats and Wraps, $32.50 to $67.50. Anni
versary ...................................................... $27.50 to $59.00

Summer Undervests, seconds. Anniversary ........... 25c
Summer Union Suits. Anniversary ..........................69c
Children’s Pants and Vests, fleeced, 75c. Anni
versary ............................................................................... 49c
Ladies’ medium weight Vests and Pants, $1.25.
Anniversary ......................... j,......................................... 98c
Ladies’ medium weight Union Suits, $2.29. Anni
versary .......................................................................... $1.98

DRESS GOODS
NEW SPRING VOILE
pieces Fancy Figured Voile, 50c. Anniversary, 42c
pieces Fancy Figured Voile, 69c. Anniversary, 55c
jieces Fancy Figured Voile, 75c. Anniversary, 63c
jieces Fancy Figured Voile, 89c. Anniversary, 69c
tine in Rose, Tan, White, Blue, 75c. Anniversary 59c
Colettes in Copan, Honeydew, Turquoise, White,
Srown and Black, $2.25. Anniversary ............... $1.98
•sey Cloths, $2.69. Anniversary ............................ $2.29
ieces 54 in. All Wool Plaid, $4.98. Anniversary $3.98
ieces 54 in. All Wool Plaid, $3.98. Anniversary $2.98
in. All Wool Plaid. Special ................... $2.49

MUSLIN

UNDERWEAR

Night Gowns, high and low neck, long sleeves,
$2,98 to $3.50. Anniversary .................................. ..$1.98
Night Gowns, high and low neck, $2.50. Anni
versary ............................................................... ^1’59
Night Gowns, low neck, short sleeves, $2.75 to
$2.98. Anniversary .................................................. $1.89
Night Gowns, low neck, short sleeves, $2.25 to
$2.50. Anniversary ..................................................... $1.49
Night Gowns, low neck, short sleeves, $3.50 to ....
$3.75. Anniversary .................................................... $2.49 '
Envelope Chemise, $1.25 to $1.50.Anniversary, 98c
Envelope Chemise, $1.95.Anniversary .................... $1.29
Envelope Chemise, $2.25 to $2.50. Anniversary, $1.69
Envelope Chemise, $3.25 to $3.50. Anniversary, $2.49
Camisole-Bloomer Combination, $2.25 'to $2.95.
Anniversary ................................................................... $1.69
Cotton Camisoles, $1.50 to $1.89. Anniversary, 98c
Corset Covers, $1.25 to $1.50. Anniversary ......... 89c
One lot of Open Drawers, lace and hamburg
trimmed, $2.25. Anniversary ............................... $1.29
Cotton Petticoats, $1.75 to $1.95. Anniversary .......98c
Cotton Petticoats, extra size, $225. Anniversary, $1.49
Cotton Petticoats, extra size, $2.69 to $2.98. iAnniversary ........................................................................... $1.89
House Dresses, $2.75 to $2.95. Anniversary ........... $1.98
House Dresses, $3.25 to $3.50. Anniversary ............$2.59
House Dresses, $3.69 to $3.98. Anniversary ......... $2.79
House Dresses, $4.25 to $4.50. Anniversary ............ $2.98
Bungalow Aprons, $1.00. Anniversary ................... 79c
Bungalow Aprons, $225 to $2.50. Anniversary ....$1.59
Bungalow Aprons, $2.79 to $2.89. Anniversary ....$1.79

SHOE DEPARTMENT
The new light shade of Tan Calf Brogue Oxford
goodyear welt, all sizes, $7.00. Anniversary .....$5.98
Bronze Pumps with full Louis heel, all sizes,
$9.00. Anniversary .................................................... $7.98
Brown Calf Oxford, one eyelet Colonial tongue,
military heel. Special Anniversary ................ $7.00
Brown Calf High Shoes, military heel, goodyear
welt. Special Anniversary ......................................$7.95
One lot of Colonial one eyelet Ties, turned sole,
full Louis heel, brown and black kid and
patent leather; also a few pairs in white. Spe
cial Anniversary ..........................................................$7.50

One 112 piece Dinner Set, $89.00. Anniversary ....$69.00
Three 100 piece Dinner Sets, $65.00. Anniversary $49.00
One 32 piece Dinner Set, $8.98. Anniversary $6.45
Cups and Saucers, Special, $1.00. Anniversary ... 69c
Cups and Saucers, 40c. Anniversary ...................... 29c
Gold Band Plates, 35c, 40c. Anniversary ................ 25c
Gold Band Plates, 50c. Anniversary ...................... 35c
Cake Plates, $2.50. Anniversary ......................... $1.98
Berry Bowls, $2.50. Anniversary ......................... $1.98
Cut Glass Bowls, $4 50. Anniversary ....................$3.49
Bon Bon Cut Glass, $2.00. Anniversary ............. $1.49
Candy Jars, $5.00. Anniversary ............................ $3.59
SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL PICTURES

LACES

We have a few Fall Suits left which must be sold
—all of fine materials, $35.00 to $89.00. Anni
versary .................................................... $15.00 to $44.50

Redfern Back Lace Corsets—
1 Corset, size 30, $12.50. Anniversary ...........$6.00
1 Corset, size 30, $6.00. Anniversary .............. $4.00
3 Corsets, sizes 25, 29, 30, $6.00. Anniversary $4.00
1 Corset, size 32, $13.50. Anniversary .......... $6.50
1 Corset, size 29, $5.00. Anniversary ..............$3.50
Redfern Front Lace Corset—
5 Corsets, sizes 20, 21, 25, 26, 29, $9.00. Anniniversary ..................................................................... $5.00
4 Corsets, sizes 19, 24, 27, 28, $4.00. Anni
versary .......................................................................... $3.00
2 Corsets, size 25, $6.00. Anniversary ..........$4.00
6 Corsets, sizes 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, $10.50. Anni
versary .......................................................................... $6.50

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT

'

9-4 Wearwell Bleached Sheeting, 75c. Anniversary 59c
9-4 Wearwell Unbleached Sheeting, 65c. Anni
versary .........i.................................................................. 49c
Wearwell Sheets, 81x90, $1.75. Anniversary ....... $1.49
New Era Sheets. Special. Anniversary ...............$1.19
Sterling Sheets, 72x90, $1.00. Anniversary ........... 89c
Priority Pillow Cases, 42x36. Anniversary ............. 25c
White and Colored Outing, heavy quality, 23c.
Anniversary ................................................................... 19c
Bleached Outing, 26 in, 17c. Anniversary ............. 14c
Ramie, linen finish sport material, in rose, brown,
copen and gold, 50c. Anniversary ........................ 42c
Anderson, Ivanhoe and Zepher Ginghams, 32 in,
50c. Anniversary ......................................................... 42c
1200 English Long Cloth 10 yd. pieces. SpecialAnniversary ................................................................. $1.79
1500 English Long Cloth, 10 yd. pieces. $2.50.
Special. Anniversary ................................................. $1.98
40 in. Plaid and Checked Voile, 29c. Anniversary 23c
Everett Classics Gingham, 27 in., 19c. Anniversary 16c
20 pieces Bates and Kalburnie Ginghams. 32 in.,
33c. Anniversary ................ _.......................................27c
Hero 36 in. Bleached Cotton, 22c. Anniversary ..... 19c
Ballardvale Bleached Sheeting, 19c. Anniversary 16c
Unbleached Sheeting, 36 in., 17c. Anniversary ..... 15c
A. A. 40 in. Sheeting. Special. Anniversary ........ 16c
30 in. Figured and Plain colors Plissee, 30c. Anni
versary ...............................................
25c
Cut Corner Scalloped Satin Spread, $6.50. Anni
versary .......................................................................... $4.98
White Spread, $3.25. Anniversary ......................... $2.49

In Timely Flowers
H.M.SILSBY? Florist
i

WORSTED DRESSES

New Spring Worsted Dresses of tricolette and
serge, all sizes, mostly navy.
New Spring Dresses, $49.00.Anniversary ............$44.00
New Spring Dresses, $45.00.Anniversary ............$40.00
New Spring Dresses, $42.50.Anniversary ............ $37.50
New Spring Dresses, $39.00.Anniversary ............ $34.00
New Spring Dresses, $32.00.Anniversary ............ $29.00
New Spring Dresses, $29.00. Anniversary ............ $27.50
New Spring Dresses, $25.00. Anniversary ............ $22.50
SILK DRESSES

SILK DRESSES
Silk Dresses, all new spring merchandise, all
colors and newest materials—Canton Crepe, Cam
bridge Crepe, Foulards, Crepe de Chine and Taffeta.
New Spring Dresses, $62.50. Anniversary ......... $55.00
New Spring Dresses, $57.50. Anniversary ....... $50.00
New Spring Dresses, $52.50. Anniversary ....... $47.50
New Spring Dresses, $49.00. Anniversary ....... $44.00
New Spring Dresses, $45.00. Anniversary ....... $40.00
New Spring Dresses, $42.50. Anniversary ....... $37.50
New Spring Dresses, $39.00. Anniversary ....... $35.00

CORSETS

STAMPED GOODS
White Hemstitched Scarfs, $1.50. Anniversary $1.19
White lace edge Linen Center, $1.98. Anniversary $1.00
Assorted Pattern Scarfs, 98c to $1.10. Anniversary 69c
White Scarfs, $1.39. Anniversary ................................89c
Stamped Pillow Tops, linen color, 75c to $1.89.
Anniversary ..................................... -...................... 49c, 39c
White Pillow Tops, 59c. Anniversary .......................39c
White Pillow Tops, 75c. Anniversary ...................49c
White Centers, $125. Anniversary ......................... 59c
Stamped Baby Dresses, 6 months, $1.50. Anni
versary ............................................................................... 98c
Baby Pillows, 89c. Anniversary ........... ...................... 49c
Baby Pillows, 39c. Anniversary ............. ....................25c
Baby Carriage Covers, $1.69. Anniversary ........... $1.00
Baby Carriage Covers, 50c. Anniversary ...............39c
Hot Roll Covers, 59c. Anniversary ............................39c
Combing Jackets, 98c. Anniversary ..........................59c
Linen Pin Cushion Tops, 75c. Anniversary ...........49c
Guest size Bath Towels, stamped, 75c. Anniversary 49c
Guest size Bath Towels, stamped, 89c. Anniversary 59c
Large size Bath Towels, $1.50. Anniversary .........89c
Linen color Centers, 98c. Anniversary ..................... 49c
Linen color Centers, $2.25 to $2.50. Anniversary $1.39
Linen color Centers, $3.50. Anniversary ............. $2.00
Linen color Centers, $129. Anniversary ...................89c
Linen color Centers, 35c. Anniversary .....................19c

What few Fall Coats we have on hand will be
sold at a great reduction.
$50.00 to $115.00. Anniversary, One-Half Price
$25.00 to $41.50. Anniversary ......... $18.50 to $25.00

BIG REDUCTION OT ALL DRESSES
Warner Corsets, back and front laced—
$8.50. Anniversary ................................................. $6.50
$7.50. Anniversary ................................................. $6.00
$7.00. Anniversary ................................................. $5.00
$6.00. Anniversary ................................................. $4.75
$5.00. Anniversary ................................................. $4.00
$4.00. Anniversary ................................................. $3.00
$3.00. Anniversary ................................................. $2.00

•

FALL COATS

FALL SUITS

CUT GLASS AND CHINA

Special Anniversary Prices on all other Corsets

Our entire stock of Fine Laces at ............ 20% Discount
All our Buttons, a fine assortment.
Anni
versary ........ ................................................ 20% Discount

253 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
Telephone 318

i

v;

1

NEW SPRING SUITS
For our Anniversary celebration new Spring Suits
all made in newest models and latest materials of the
season.
Spring Suits, $75.00. Anniversary ............
$57.50
Spring Suits, $60.00. Anniversary .........................$54.00
Spring Suits, $57.00. Anniversary .........
$52.50
Spring Suits, $52.50. Anniversary .........................$47.50
Spring Suits, $49.00. Anniversary .........................$44.00
Spring Suits, $45.00. Anniversary .........................$40.00
Spring Suits, $42.50. Anniversary .........................$37.50
Other New Spring Suits, from ............... $16.50 to $35.00

MILLINERY DEPARTMENT
A large and attractive assortment of Hats, regular
price $6.50. Anniversary, $4.98. AU new and up to
date. Also many other hats to be specially priced.
Visit our Millinery Department, where you have the
choice of 200 trimmed hats ranging in price from $3.76
to $20.00. Come here for your Easter Hat.

LINEN DEPARTMENT
All Linen Damask, $2.75. Anniversary ................... $2.25
Union Damask, $2.75. Anniversary ........................$2.49
Mercerized Damask, 89c. Anniversary ..................... 69c
Mercerized Damask, $1.75. Anniversary ............... $1.49
Linen Napkins, $7.95. Anniversary ..........................$7.00
Linen Napkins, $11.50. Anniversary ......................$10.50
All Linen Cloths, 68x68, $7.95. Anniversary .......... $6.75
All Linen Cloth, 72x72, $9.50. Anniversary ......... $8.50
All Linen Cloth, 72x90, $11.88. Anniversary ........ $10.88
All Linen Crash. Special. Anniversary ...................35c
All Linen Crash, 35c. Anniversary ...........................29c
Glass Toweling. Special. Anniversary ................. 28c
Union Crash, 25c. Anniversary .................................. 21c
Fancy Turk Towels, 98c. Anniversary ................... 89c
Fancy Turk Towels, 89c. Anniversary ................... 75c
Fancy Turk Towels, 59c. Anniversary .......
49c
White Turk Towels. Special. Anniversary 25c & 39c
Wash Cloths. Anniversary ............................................ 9c
Jewel Cloth Scarfs, $2.25. Anniversary ......... n..... $1.49
All Linen Towels, $2.50. Anniversary ......................$1.98
All Linen Towels, $2.00. Anniversary ................... $1.50
Linen Guest Towels.
Special.
Anniversary
...................................................................... 75c, $1.00, $1.50
Handkerchief Linen, in all colors. Special. Anni
versary .......................................................................... $1.75

RIBBON DEPARTMENT
16 pieces Hair Bow, fancy and plain, 50c. Anni
versary .............................................................................. 39c
One lot Hair Bow, fancy and plain, 89c. Anni
versary ...................’........................................................... 69c
Lace and Point Collars, 50c and 59c. Anni
versary .............................................................................. 39c
Bag Tops, silver, 75c. Anniversary ............................. 50c

BLANKETS
Wear
Wear
Wear
Wear
Wear
Wear
Wear

Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well

Blankets, $9.00.
Blankets, $7.50.
Blankets, $6.00.
Blankets, $5.00.
Blankets, $4.00.
Plaid Blankets,
Plaid Blankets,

Anniversary .............$6.49
Anniversary ...............$5.89
Anniversary ............. $4.95
Anniversary ............. $3.89
Anniversary ........... $2.75
$5.00. Anniversary $3.39
$3.00. Anniversary $2.25

HOSE DEPARTMENT
Ladies' full fashioned Silk Hose, lisle top, black
with white clocks, all sizes, $4.00, tax 20c. An
niversary ........................................................ $2.98, tax 10o
Ladies full fashioned Silk Hose, outsizes, black
and white, $2.50, tax 5c. Anniversary ............... $1.98
Ladies’ full fashioned all Silk Hose, black only,
all sizes, $3.50, tax 15c. Anniversary ..... $2.50, tax 6c
One lot of ladies' full fashioned Silk Hose, lisle
top, black, navy and cordovan, 9, 9J/2, 10, $3.00,
tax 10c. Anniversary ............................................. $1.79
Ladies’ full fashioned Silk Hose, lisle top, black,
navy and cordovan. Special. Anniversary ..... $1.49
Ladies’ full fashioned Silk Hose, without a seam,
black, white, cordovan and grey, $1.25. Anni
versary ............................................................................... 35c
Ladies’ Silk and Fibre Hose, black, cordovan and
white, $1.25. Anniversary ..........................................95c
Ladies' Silk and Fibre Hose, black and white,
out sizes. Specials. Anniversary ...................... $1.19
Ladies' full fashioned Silk Hose, lisle tops, slight
imperfections, white only, all sizes. Specials.
Anniversary .................................................................... ggc
Ladies' Mercerized Lisle Hose, black, suede, cor
dovan and white, 75c. Anniversary .......................59c
Ladies' full fashioned Mercerized Lisle Hose,
slight imperfections, black and white, all sizes.
Exera Specials. Anniversary 35c each, 3 pairs $1.00
Ladies’ Wool Sport Hose. Special. Anniversary 89c
Ladies' Mercerized Lisle Hose, slight imperfec
tions, all sizes, black only. Extra Special. An
niversary .......................................................................... 23c
Children’s Mercerized Lisle Hose, black, white
and cordovan, 75c. Anniversary ............................. 49c
Children's Cotton Hose, black and cordovan, all
sizes. Special. Anniversary ......................................25c

Ladies’ Cotton Umbrellas, $2.75.Anniversary ......... $1.79
Ladies' Cotton
Umbrellas.
Special.
Anni
versary ............................
$1.39

Ladies' Perrin La Mure French Kid Gloves, brown
tan, grey, black with white stitching and white
with black stitching, $4.75. Anniversary ........... $2.75
Ladies’ Lamb Skin Gloves, black with white
stitching and white with black stitching, $2.50.
Anniversary ................................................................... $1.89

TOILET GOODS DEPARTMENT
Sachet in assorted odors, in bulk, 50c. Anni
versary ....................................................................... 39c oz.
Hudnuts assorted Perfumes, $1.25. Anniversary 98c. oz.
Melba assorted Perfumes, $1.00, Anniversary 75c. oz.
Babcock Butterfly Talcum Powder, 25c. Anni
versary ............................................................................. 19c
Imogene Talcum Powder, 25c. Anniversary ........... 17c

STATIONERY
Cranes’ Linen Lawn, $2.00. Anniversary .............$1.69
Crane’s Linen Lawn, $1.25. Anniversary ................98c
Eaton’s Highland Linen, $1.00. Anniversary ......... 89c

PARK THEATRE

IN LEGISLATURE

BURPEE

Gov Baxter's Suggestion As
To State Water Powers Is
Not Favorably Received.

FURNITURE COMPANY
Columbia Grafonolas
and
Columbia Records

Augusta, March 22, (Special)—There
is no doubt that the 80th Maine Leg
islature is now awake. In the opinion
ot some it has been half-dreaming
along for a couple of months, but the
body was brought up with a start last
week when Governor Baxter in a spec
ial message did the alarm-clock act.
The message was the one in which
the Chief Executive urges the adoption
of a Constitutional amendment that
will put the State in a position to be
come the owner of any or all water
powers, developed or undeveloped. The
Governor also proposes to have the
State create a new element of prop
erty. that is, power, and would also
give the State the authority to tax
this power whether developed or un
developed, in any way it saw fit and
without limit.
Members of the Legislature and
others had been looking for some sort
of an utterance on the water power
question but when it did not appear
and the end of the session was prac
tically in sight, the Solons naturally
concluded that the Chief Executive had
decided to abide by the recommenda
tion of the Water Power Commission,
that more time be taken for investi
gating the subject. And then, with
adjournment only three weeks away,
the Governor came forth with his mes
sage in which he proposed the most
radical step ever put up to a law-mak
ing body in the Pine Tree State. It is
no more than natural then that the
law-makers have conluded there is
something doing. They have gone a
step farther than that and have de
elded there must be something doing,
but in an entirely different way from
the one suggested by the Governor.
• • • •
Spring has actually come. The Leg
islature cannot hang around Augusta
for a long time and yet, with a ques
tion that concerns everyone in the
State, the members of the 80th Leg
islature are called on to give their ap
proval in a scant three 4’eeks or less
and to recommend that the Constitu
tion ought to be amended and the
State should go into the hydro-electric
business as well as embark on a new
orgy of untried taxation laws.
With a situation like this developed
the chief topic of conversation at the
State House, the Augusta House and
everywhere else where the members
of the Legislature congregate is the
message, the proposed amendment and
the far-reaching consequence to the
industries of the State. So far as a
canvass of the legislators themselves
can be made the opinion seems to pre
vail that the whole question should be
let severely alone until the State has
more information at its disposal.
Those senators and representatives
who returned home last Friday and
Saturday for the weekend found this
out, for they had a chance to talk with
"the folks" and they have also been re
ceiving letters on the subject.
"What we want to know,” said one
member from up-State in discussing
the question in the lobby, “is why
this matter was dumped down on us
at this time in the session."
Others members feel the same way
and they refer to the message of Gov
ernor Baxter in which he says: "It
was my intention to submit this
amendment to you at an earlier date,
but circumstances over which I had
no control prevented my doing so.”
The legislators would like to know
what those circumstances were. They
feel quite generally that when Gov
ernor Baxter was a member of the
Senate and before his elevation to the
gubernatorial chair through the death
of Governor Parkhurst he had an op
portunity to submit this constitutional
amendment. He has been Governor
since the 31st day of January and they
think that he could have taken the
matter up a month ago.

• « « •

“There have been two investigations
of the water power situation in
Maine?’ said one old member. “One
was made in 1917 under the authority
of the Governor and Council by the
Public Utilities Commission.
JThis
Commission then said that it could not
recommend State ownership and de
clared that the question was so big
and so broad that a thorough and long
inquiry should be pursued.
“The Maine Water Power Commis
sion created by the Legislature of 1919
has made an investigation' and sub
mitted its report. This body too urges
against State ownership of the water
powers and says that, with more time
for a thorough investigation, a method
might be devised that would improve
the storage condition now existing.”
A striking feature of the report of
the Maine Water Power Commission is
being pointed out by the. legislators
The chief engineer of the commission
says: “Wishing to adequately check
our conclusions on a matter of such
far-reaching importance to the State,
it was felt that specialists in engineer
ing and in the application of engineer
ing principles to hydraulic and elec
trical development should be con
sulted. It is believed that no higher au
thority exists today than Engineering
Council, the centra! organization rep
resenting the four great national En
gineering Societies which was created
to give advice and counsel in public
matters relating to engineering. Gur
opinions were submitted to the Coun
cil with a request that they approve
or disapprove and make such further
suggestions as seemed to them desir
able. The matter was then referred
to the Committee on Water Conserva
tion. » • » • The reply of the Council
is appended hereto in full and is be
lieved to be worthy of careful consid
eration by the Commission and the
Legislature.”

• * ♦ •
The report of the Engineering Coun
cil is a long one, but in it the experts
say: “In general, development by
private capital is preferable to devel
opment by the State. The constitu
tional competency of the State to en
gage in the business of developing
water powers is a legal question and
not within our province. If we may
consider only the economic aspects of
the question, we believe it to be un
desirable to invest public funds in
commercial
enterprises, but
that
prosperity is best promoted when the
State encourages and protects alike
both private initiative and the public
interest.”
The Engineering Council further
says that the Maine Water Power
Commission should contiuue its inves
tigation until it has every bit of data
available that can be secured and that
not until that time can a definite plan
be proposed.
But while the merits of the consti-
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tutional amendment proposed by Gov
ernor Baxter are in a measure, being
discussed, the big question just now
with the Legislators is whether or not
the 80th Legislature should, to^use a
homely expression, “pass the buck” to
the people. There is a genuine feeling
that this should not be done. A big
majority of the legislators are of the
opinion that no resolution proposing
the suggested amendment should be
passed at this session.
‘In other matters in the past.” said
a member from down east, “it has been
a favorite practice to let the people
settle the wfeple question on a referen
dum, but not on a constitutional ques
tion.
As I understand our duty, the
Constitution provides that when the
Legislature by a two-thirds vote of
both houses deems ‘it necessary,’ it
‘may propose amendments to the Con
stitution.’ I maintain that there is no
necessity now for proposing any
amendments on the water power ques
tion.

* ♦ * »

“The Legislature has in its posses
sion two separate reports on the sub
ject. Neither one makes any definite
recommendation.
Both advise the
most careful inquiry and study of the
question and the second report, that
of the Water Power Commission, ur
ges its continuance in office so that the
matter may be completely discussed
and exact date secured.
“If this Water Power Commission
which has been engaged two years
continuously on the problem, is un
able to furnish a definite plan, how can
we legislators, in the space of three
weeks, conscientiously say that an
amendment to the Constitution is ‘nec
essary’ and ‘propose’ one that, so far
as we can tell, does not meet the situa
tion at all.”
This opinion is shared by many
other members of the Legislature.
They declare, and in this the “folks
back home” in letters are backing
them up, that no resolution for a con
stitutional amendment should be pro
posed at this time. To do so. would
imply that the Legislature favored the
provision in the amendment, and the
Legislators cannot, they themselves
say, with the meagre information at
their disposal, advocate a change
which would make Maine line up with
North Dakota in its mad state-owner
ship plans.

SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Martha Kirkpatrick was in
Rockland Friday.
The circle will meet at the hall
March 31 in the afternoon.
Miss Edna Boggs of Warren visit
ed Mrs. Rosa Cutting last Thursday.
Arnold Page
returned
to New
Hampshire Friday.
Mrs. Mabel St. Clair is ill with
lonsilitis.
Fred Jordan of Rockland was at
Walter Bucklin’s Sunday.
The Sewing Club was entertained
by Miss Jeanette Libby last Tuesday
evening.
Elliott Copeland is confined to the
house with the prevailing measles.
Thomas Marshall is building a ga
rage, the work is being done by Ward
Grafton of Thomaston and M. P. Jor
dan.
The family of Irvin Spear are near
ly all ill with bad colds, being attend
ed by Dr. Campbell.
Olive Copeland and Jeanette Libby
attended the Minstrel show at Glencove Tuesday evening.
Miss Celia Jones is home from the
Farmington Normal School for a
short vacation. She graduates the
coming June.
Master Richard Spear of Thomas
ton is spending a few weeks with his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Spear.

1 HEALTHFUL
HABIT
Protect your vital forces
and build up your re
sistive-powers with a little

SCOTT'S
EMULSION
thrice daily after meals.
Tens of thousands
daily prove that
taking Scott’a
Emulsion is a
healthful habit
Scott & Bownc, Bloomfield, N. J.
-------- ALSO MAKERS OF---------

KemqidS
(Tablets or Granules)

E25 INDIGESTION
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ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS

GLENMERE

Mr Robbins of Rockland came down
Oxton Bros have started up their
saw mill.
last week to haul wood for Mr.
Mr. and Mis. George Leonard who
Creighton, but the traveling was so
have been spending the winter in
had he returned home to wait for a
Bucksport have returned to their
better condition of the roads.
home at “The Everglades.”
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dorr have
Mrs. C. H. Wing and Mrs. F. A.
been visiting I.uke Brewster during
Wiley recently visited Mrs. Hatton
the past week.
Wilson and Mrs. Edward McLellan
Mrs. Annie Brown is in the hospi
ecently.
tal for treatment. Her daughter-inHatton Wilson and family have re
law. Mrs. Clarence Brown, is keeping
turned to their home In Crlehaven.
house for her until her return.
Adelbert and Morris Simmons have
Eva Athearn dug a big mess of
had the measles.
4'2cents a pound
dandelion greens last week. They
Miss Doris Harris has returned
must have warmer weather in the
home from Meduneook where she has
valiey than we have on higher land,
been teaching, for a vacation of two
weeks.
for so far we have not seen a sign of
a green.
Prof. Holt accompanied by a friend
The Nelson family have moved from
visited Capt. Q. A. Andrews last week.
the so-coiled Alf. Crockett house to a
Frank Wiley has had the telephone
house on Rockland street.
installed—9 ring 5.
Raymond Anderson
and
family
Elmer Wincapaw has returned to
have moved from the Will Kalloch
Warren after spending a vacation with
his parents.
house to the ITmer house, occupied
by Harold Rackliffe.
Donald Watt cut his thumb quite
Ethel Quinn is spending her vaca
badly while sawing wood but the
wound is doing nicely.
tion with her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Quinn.
David Conl.y is at home for a
SOMERVILLE
short visit.
Mrs. Edna Leland and her collie
Porter Johnson of Cooper’s Mills
dog "Flossie" ltad quite an adventure
Sold Bq BURPEE & LAMB, Sole Agents
who has been visiting his daughter,
with the first woodchuck seen on the
Mrs. Jerry Colby has returned home.
Emery farm this spring. He was
Mrs. Lila Boynton has traded her
first seen from the kitchen window on
farm in this town with John S. Haythe hill behind the house and imme
der. for a farm in Dexter and with
diately woman ar.d dog started for
her family moved there last week.
him. the former grabbing a big iron
Boy I,. Clifford is building a chick
hook as she ran through the shed.
en hous> for Fred A. Turner.
Into the stone wall went the woodH. H. Brann of Washington was a
chuch with the hook immediately fol
Now is the time to place your order for Spring delivery. For 32
visitor in town Friday.
lowing. Out he came and Flossie’s
years we have manufactured cemetery work at this location and have
Miss Carrie Clifford of Week’s
trong jaws shook the life out of him.
given universal satisfaction. Our aim is to please our customers both
Mills was a Saturday visitor at Marie
Edna is boasting loud and long over
as to quality of work and price. We solicit your patronage.
Turner’s.
killing the first chuck of the season,
Lewis A. Turner v.ho has been ill
\.ut the dog is more modest and so far
WILLIAM
DORNAN & SON
was uble to return to South China
has made no remarks worth mention
Monday to resume his studies at
ing.
GRANITE AND MARBLE DEALERS
Erskine Academy.
Miss Martha Allen has returned to
her home on Rankin street.
EAST
UNION,
ME.
Lester Sherer who has been in the
32-tf
hospital with a broken leg. has so far
improved that he is at home once
more and reports regarding his condi
--------- >
tion are very cheering.
death. Mr. Smith was a member of
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
VINALHAVEN
ON MAINE ISLANDS
Bluebirds all day
Sunday were
Fox Island Lodge, K. P. at North
whistling and hunting for nesting
Haven and a member of Star of Hope
Osteopathic Physician
Health Officers and Doctors To Give places in the apple trees. Spring is
There will he an early Easter ser Lodge 1. O. O. F. of this town. He is
vice at 6 o’clock a. m. at Union Con survived by his wife. Clara, daugh- X SCHOOL STREET
here.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Them Attention.
gregational Church. The usual 11.30 teF Mrs. Walter Ingerson, and little
Hours 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
service and baptism. Evening meet granddaughter, Alegra Ingerson, also
t.onmgt by Aopointmoat
Examination of the school children:
MARKING BATTLE FRONT
Telephone 323.
1-tf
ing at 7 o'clock. Special music by the one sister. Mrs. Frank Arey. Funeral
a clinic at which examination of the
Ladies Trio at all services. At 10.15 services were held at the family res
White
Lines
to
Show
Whore
Onrush
people was made and advice given as
DAVIS & STURM
the usual Sunday Schoo, will tie held idence -Monday,, P.ev. Charles H. B
of Foe Was Halted.
to whether medical or surgical treat-,
and Cradle roll in the primary depart Seliger pastor of Union Congrega
ntent was needed; and a series of
Chiropractors
Along the sinuous line of the great ment. All mothers are requested to tional church officiating. There were
general health talks, featured a trip battlefront from the North Sea to the to bring their babies for enrollment.
Palmer School Graduate*
many beautiful floral offerings, silent
recently made by Dr. J. W. Loiighlin, Swiss frontier uniform landmarks in
Mrs. William Coid and mother Mrs.
of Damariscotta, district health offi stone are to be set up as a lasting Grinnell of Camden arrived the past tribute of love and esteem. Inter 400 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MAINE
ment was made at Ocean View Cem Hours 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evaoin.i 6:30 to 7.36
cer of the State Department of Health memorial.
Marshal Petain
is to week.
etery.
The bearers were: L. R.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
Itt-tf
to the Outer Islands of Bar Harbor.
Mrs.
Alex
McGuffy
of
Stonington
is
choose the places where the stones
Smith, Capt. E. S. Roberts, Charles
Dr. Loughlin visited the island of will be set, and the cost will he borne the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Chilles and Mark Amiro. Nearly
G E. BUCHANAN, M. D.
Frenchboro during the coldest snap by the Touring Club of France.
Gerrish.
members of Fox Islnnd Lodge, K. of
of weather of the present winter and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Lawry,
who
While the war was still being won
P., were in town to attend the ser
General Medicine
was enabled to see the islanders un it was proposed that in the coming have been spending the winter in
vices returning on the afternoon boat.
35 Limerock Street
der the worst conditions which might times of victory and peace the fron' town, returned to Crockett's River,
prevail, but found the conditions there should be marked by a great road Tuesday.
OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3; 7 to S P. M.
no worse than in many other parts of way along its entire length, which
Frederick Jones returned Monday
NORTH HAVEN
TELEPHONE 473
140-Mcfatt
the state less remote from medical aid would usefully serve as a memorial. from Searsmont, where he accompan
and health education.
The Gettogether Sewing
Circle
With victory, however,
t has been ied the body of his grandfather, Fred
DR. J. G HILL
The health officer made the trip in found that the cost of such an enter erick S. Walls, for burial.
which has started recently, met the
zero weather, having
to stop at prise was much too great to be un
News has been received in town of first time with Mrs. Annie Ladd and Residence and Office, 266 Main Street
Swan’s Island because the harbor be dertaken.
The French government the death of Franz Hermann of New the next meeting will be with Mrs. Office Hours:
Rockland, Me.
came frozen over and finally going to felt unable to do anything in the mat York.
Nettie W. Witherspoon. Come and
Frenchboro on the mail boat. The is ter, and so it has been left to private
Ladies Symphony Orchestra, will bring your work and enjoy a social 10 to 11 A. M.j 1 to 2 P. M.; 6 to S P. M.
land has some hundred odd inhabi enterprise to erect a great line of be entertained tonight by Mrs. Sada afternoon!
126-tf
tants who are without medical at white memorial stones along the fa Robbins at her home on High street. ■ Little Jeannette Crockett visited her
tendance and Dr. Loughlin found mous line where French, Belgian,
Ernest Smith, who was in town to aunt, Mrs Cora Beverage, last week
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
some most practical work to attend to British and American soliders held, attend funeral services of F. S. Walls, and went to school with her sister
in advising them as to their needs. fought and defeated the German ar returned to Boston Tuesday.
Bernice, who is teaching the primary 75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
Inspection of the school children yvas mies.
Fred Gerry returned Saturday from grades.
'
made: advice given as to sewage dis
1 to 3; 7 to 6 ». OL
Mrs. Parker Ladd and three children Offleo Hours—Until 9 o.
From among the designs for the New York.
Telephone 141-3
posal and general sanitation; and memorial stones submitted, a commit
Word was received Tuesday that from Camden are visiting her parents,
1-tf
health talks were made to the people tee of the Touring Club has chosen Seh. William Booth, Capt. Greenleaf, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. York.
giving them practical advice as to that of Seulpthr Paul Moreau Vaul- loaded with coal for Ames & Fifield,
Mrs. Willis Witherspoon visited
DR. G D. NORTH
how to keep well and stay well.
friends at the village last week.
tier. It is pyramidal in form and was ashore at Wood's Hole.
A school teacher is Established on perfectly simple. The only ornament
Mrs. Howard Deane recently gave Physician andX-Ray Operatoi
Capt. Hugh Young of Gloucester,
the island, according to Dr. Loughlin, is a soldier's helmet, surrounded by a Mass., was in town Tuesday Capt. an afternoon tea, which was much en
OFFICE. 15 Booob StrooL ROCKLAND
who is trained in health needs as well laurel crown, and the only inscription Young was one of the crew of the Es joyed.
as in the three R’s and her salary is: "Here was stopped the onrush of peranto, at the time of the race.
OFFICc HOURS: UsUI ( a. eu
Who will get the first dandelion
paid through the Red Cross at Bar the barbarians.”
Stephen Kessell, Frank Wheeler, greens this spring? It’s about time
• MR ts 3:00 aad 7:00 to l:M a. a.
Harbor and the Coast Missionary So
TELEPHONE 71}
46-tf
The French words used are: “lei Edwin Edwards of Rockland and Ar Nellie York was out with knife and
ciety. Also a public health nurse, fut arrete l'elan des barbaras,” but thur Corey of Portland, commercial basket.
Miss Christine Higgins, does duty’ on to these objection has been raised, as tourists, were in town Tuesday.
North Haven suffered material toss
B.
the island of Frenchboro as well as the word “elan” conveys to French
The subject of the Lesson sermon in the death March 17 of Frank Pack
elsewhere along the coast. Some of men’s minds too much of enthusiasm for the Christian Science Society ard Cooper, an old and esteemed citi Offleo 460 Melo StrooL ROCKLAND. MAIDS
the people on the island showed a and buoyancy, and it has been pro Sunday will be "Reality.” Services zen of this town. He was the son of ODos Hours, uotil 9 a. a.; I to 4 A 7 to S e. a.
keen interest in health work and posed that the word "ruee" should bt are held in the Christian Science hall Asa and Irene (Packard) Cooper, and
OFFICE TELEPHONE IM-W
stand ready to co-operate in every substituted.
at 11.30 a. m. The public is cordially was born at North Haven April 13,
RetlSeoeo
—Thorodllu Homo. TEL. IML
way.
Dr. Loughlin next
summer
1845. Funeral services were held in
How many of these stones should invited.
plans a trip all along the coast in be marked, and their position, is be
Mrs. Willis Kossuth and daughter Camden at the home of his daughter,
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
company with the coast missionary, ing left to the decis'ion of Marshal Arlena returned Thursday from Phil where he died, the remains being
Rev. John McDonald.
Petain. who is considering these ques adelphia where they have spent the brought to North Haven and interred
Diseases of the Eye;
The islands, like many parts of tions.
at Kent’s cemetery. For many years
winter.
Refractions, Etc.
rural Maine suffer from lack of a
Moses Webster Lodge conferred the Mr Cooper was keeper at Widow's
resident physician which condition
407 MAIN STREET
Those small ads in The Courier- Master Mason’s degree on four candi Island Hospital. Later, when the place
can scarcely be remedied owing to
Heart: 6 to 12 A. M.; 1 to 1 P. M.
dates Tuesday evening. A banquet was renamed Chase’s Island and used
Gazette
are
read
by
every
body.
That
ReoMoaoo.
21 Fultoo StrooL ToL Mi-A
their isolation and the few inhab
was served at the close of the cere for convalescents from fhe State hos
Offleo ltltpbont 493-W.
itants of each separate group. Public is why they are so popular and monies.
pitals at Bangor and Augusta, he
health officials, by means of clinics bring immediate returns.
Over $00 was netted at the Ameri faithfully kept his post and with his Dra. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
and instructions as to health and san
can Legion ball, and a very enjoyable boat, “The Islander," did real service
itation are doing much to relieve
evening was spent by those present. for the State. Mr. Cooper is survived
Osteopathic Physicians
such conditions as may in some
Music by Arion Orchestra. Refresh by two children—a daughter. Mrs
It UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAIN!
places along the coast eixsL
ments were served at intermission, Oscar French of Camden, with whom
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:M P. M.
and besides the community sing Al- he spent his last years and who gave EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
West Buxton (Me.)—Read of Mrs. bra Vinal Smith sang, “Americans her father the best that love and ser
VALUE OF CLARK ISLAND
TELEPHONE 156
1-tf
Arthur Campbell’s painful experience. Come," with violin obligato by W. A. vice could give; and a son. Capt. Her
man
Cooper
of
Pulpit
Harbor,
who
was
As Compared With Manhattan, Sold “I am a mother of five children. My Smith.
Mrs.
Harold Johnson of
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
little girl two years old was so sick Portland sang “Ring Out Sweet Bells able to be with his father and comfort
By the Indians For $24.
with fever she lay just as if she were of Peace."
his last days. There also survives a
OMoo: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
dead for two weeks. I started giving
Special services are being, held at brother, Abner Cooper of Vinalhaven.
Offleo Heart: I to 3 eel 7 to I P. M.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
her Dr. True’s Elixir and she began
church
'aldoses uatll 1 A. M. tel ky Aeeetotaem
Isn’t it curious how jealousy, or vin to gain at once. Now I would not be the Union Congregational
during Holy Week Thursday evening
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
TELEPHONES: RwMoato. 4M| Oflea. I4N.
dictiveness will crop up, in an other without it. I feel very grateful to 7.30 and on Good Friday evening 7.30.
33-tf
you.
”
wise normal person? After kidding
The sacrament of the Lord's supper
No
doubt
this
child
had
some
stom

CITY
OF
ROCKLAND
him along and allowing him to believe
will he administered Thursday even
DR. LAWRY
he was in the old-timer’s class, in ach trouble due to worms. Scores of ing. The public is cordially invited
The subscribers, Assessors of Taxes, of the
children
have
worms
and
their
moth

Clark Island ancient history, up gal
to all these special services. The City
H OU Btroot
of
Rockland,
hereby
give
notice
to
the
In

lops Boze, with a gleeful, magniloquent ers don’t know the trouble.
preacher at these solemn occasions is habitants of said city and other persons having
HOURS:
ROCKLARB, Mi.
Common
symptoms
of
worms:
De

Taxable
Property
within
said
city,
to
make
and
whoop of exultation at our downfall
the pastor, Rev. Charles Seliger.
Uetli k:M a. a.
bring in to said Assessors true and perfect
ranged
stomach
swollen
upper
lip,
sour
from prestige and our shame at being
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Young have lists of their polls and all their estates, real
TELEPHONE ITS
out-classed as old-timers; then, I sup stomach, offensive breath, itching of moved to Carver’s Harbor for the and personal, in writing, including Money on rto 4 ,. a.; 7 to 1 |. a.
the
nose
and
rectum,
dry
cough,
Hand or at Interest, an! debts due more than
pose, to ease our feelings, he breaks
summer. Mr. Young has employment owing,
and all property held in trust as Guar
into verse, (as he quite frequently grinding of the teeth, little red points with J. Leopold & Co.
DR. F. S. POWERS
dian, Executor, Adminstrator Trustee or other
does). Mr. Editor, I ask the privilege on the tongue, slow fever.
There will be a meeting at Frank wise (except as is by law exempt from taxa
Dr.
True's
Elixir
has
been
faithful
in
tion)
which
they
were
possessed
of
on
the
first
Dentist
of casting one ballot for Boze. as the
D. Wall’s residence at Old Harbor day of April, 1921, and to be prepared to
Poet Laureate of The Courier-Gazette. its duties as a family Laxative and Wednesday night of next week, also make oath to the truth of the same.
ORTHODONTIA (ttralibtonlee tooth)
Worm
Expelier
since
1851.
—
adv.
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEGE
Carried. Now, Boze, be good.
at Mrs. Morton’s on Friday night of
AND THEY ARE PARTICULARLY RE
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
I was very much interested in read
this week.
Spoor Block............ Foot of Perk Street
QUESTED TO NOTIFY THE ASSESSORS Of
ing Dodge Hall’s letter, and I take off
Roberts Harbor and J. Leopold’s THE NAMES OF ALL PERSONS OF WHOM Offleo Hours: 9 to 12; 1 to 5. TEL. 746-M.
my hat to him. He antedates my ex
granite quarries have resumed opera THEY HAVE BOUGHT OR TO WHOM THEY
perience by many years.
I believe
tions.
HAVE SOLD TAXABLE PROPERTY SINCE DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
A
every word of what he writes even to
Stephen Ames has gone to Hartford, THE FIRST DAY OF APRIL. 1920.
the story about the fox that camo
Conn., where he has employment
Dentist
And for the purpose of receiving said lists
RELIABLE
tlaged himself before going after the
with the Hartford Rubber Co.
and making transfers of a'.l property bought
4R7
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND. MA.
goose (we have some salt.) although
Henry Walls has moved into Ed or sold, the undersigned will be in session
the Assessors’ Room. No. 7, City Building,
Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
COMMISSION HOUSE
we have been accused of drawing on
ward McDonald’s house for the sum at
from eight to eleven o'clock in the forenoon,
our imagination, prevaricating, or at
mer.
and from two to four-thirty o’clock in the -bone 4I.-M Offleo Hoars: 1 to It aad t to 0
least handling the truth mighty care
The Saints’ quartet rendered a afternoon of each day, FRIDAY, APRIL I
to MONDAY. APRIL 4. 1921.
DRESSED CALVES
lessly. I hope some one will now come
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
beautiful hymn on Sunday evening to
out and tell us who was the first white
a large and appreciative audience. Special Notice to Executors, Administrators,
E. B. SILSBY, Rurgeen
Trustees
or
Guardians.
man who owned the island. It would
Elder Neuman Wilson spoke on the
The Statute provides that you must bring
LIVE AND DRESSED
be interesting to know.
Manhattan
“Rise, Fall and Restoration of the in to the Board of Assessors a true and per
X-RAT Operator
Island was purchased from the Indians
Gospel of Jesus Christ." The church feet list of all taxable property in your pos
<• RUMMEM STREET, ROCUABB t
session
to
date
of
April
1,
1921.
otherwise
it
POULTRY
for $24, Clark Island should have
building is undergoing alterations. will be taxed as the statute provides, and anj
TELEPHONE 12S
brought at least 30 cents.
Mr. Lawrence of Rockland being in personal examination of property by the As
•a
M. M. Brown.
charge of the work. Many improve sessors will not be considered as n waiver fot
EGGS, APPLES, ETC
of any person in bringing in true ano
Camden. March 20.
ments will be made. The church has neglect
oerfect lists as reifiiired by law.
many new members in its Sunday
ANY PERSON WHO NEGLECTS TO COM
School and also in the
religious
NORTH APPLETON
PLY WITH THIS NOTICE WILL BE DOOMED AND
classes.
—DONE BY—
PROMPT RETURNS
TO A TAX ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF
• • • •
The Bumpon Lumber Co. of Lewis
THE STATE AND BE BARRED OF THE RIGHT
G.
B. BLOOM
Henry
W.
Smith
ton has bought the Waterman and
TO MAKE APPLICATION EITHER TO THE
Henry W. Smith died at his home ASSESSORS OR COUNTY COMMISSIONERS. 60 WILLOW ST. TEL. 114-M, or Call
Wentworth lumber lot in North Ap
26-tf
March 18, after a long illness. FOR ANY ABATEMENT OF TAXES. UNLESS
pleton and also purchased of W. H
H. WHEELER CO. Friday,
Deceased was the son of Henry B. SUCH PERSON OFFER SUCH LiST WITH
Miller the lumber on the Keating
and Sarah (Hopkins) Smith and was HIS APPLICATION ANO SATISFIES THE
GEORGE W. FOSTER
farm near Appleton village.
Mr.
%-101 Clinton Street
horn March 29 1860. Mr. Smith was ASSESSORS THAT HE WAS UNABLE TO
Miller and Mr. Fotch are looking over
Dealer in Pianos
a stone-cutter by trade at which he OFFER IT AT THE TIME APPOINTED.
several large lots. It looks now as
BOSTON
worked many years. Later he went
EDWARD E RANKIN.
though all available lumber between
Fine Tuning
SIMON H HALL,
into the general grocery business,
Union and Searsmont on the petrol
lMtf-Th
GEO K. MERRILL.
which he purchased from C. K. Fuller
road would be sold and in the market
Assessors of Rockland
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M
and at which he continued until his Rockland, Me, March 15, 1921.
33Th39
within two years.

A careless Jest uttered by the giddi
est girl in London, a swift-leaping
suspicion in the heart of her lover, a
gorgeous wedding, the like of which
London society had rarely seen, and
then—“You are my wife in name only,
because I know that you married me
only for my money. Well, you have
my name now, and you shall have
plenty of money, so long as you be
have yourself But 1 don’t want any
thing to do with you" Nice outlook
for a happy married life, now wasn't
it? Small wonder that Folly, the
adored little actress, should plunge
into a ntad whirl of false gaiety. But
resentment at his unfairness burned
fiercely in her wounded heart, while
sqfpicion still smouldered in his
That was the situation that made
their married life a veritable fiery
furnace of wretchedness It all but
consumed their chance of ever find
ing happiness together, though they
came through the flames at last. “The
Furnace" is a master picture, with a
big theme and powerful drama. It
has its filial showings in this theatre
today.
"Tiger’s Cub," a William Fox pro
duction starring Pearl White is the
offering for Friday and Saturday.
Pearl White portrays most delight
fully the character of a young girl,
born and reared amid the snow wastes
of Alaska, and who never has known
any companionship other than the
rough types who inhabit these re
gions.
When David
Summers, a
young Easterner, arrives in Alaska
in search of his father, the Cub quick
ly recognizes the kind of a man she
has intuitively felt existed some
where; and friendship quickly ripens
into a love which is forced to fight
its way at every step against gross
brutality and worse The manner in
which happiness comes to the Cub
and David and retribution overtakes
the guilty is told in a series ot
tensely exciting, vividly human scenes
that must lie seen to be /ppreciated.
—Adv.
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